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ABSTRACT

Qiu, Gang Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2019. Two-dimensional Tellurium:
Material Characterizations, Electronic Applications and Quantum Transport. Major
Professor: Peide D. Ye.

Since the debut of graphene, many 2D materials have emerged as promising candi-

dates for silicon alternatives to extend Moores Law, such as MoS2 and phosphorene.

However, some common shortcomings such as low mobility, instability and lack of

massive production methods limit the exploration and applications of these materi-

als. Here, we introduce a novel member to the 2D category high-mobility air-stable

2D tellurium film (tellurene).

Tellurium (Te) is a narrow bandgap semiconductor with unique one-dimensional

chiral structure. Recently, a hydrothermal synthesizing method was developed to pro-

duce large-area tellurene nanofilms with thickness ranging from tens of nanometers

down to few layers. In this thesis, a thorough investigation of Te properties in 2D

quantum region was first carried out by various material characterization techniques

including TEM and Raman spectroscopy. Potential applications of Te-based electron-

ics, optoelectronic and thermoelectric devices were explored, and high-performance

Te FETs were achieved with record-high drive current over 1 A/mm via device scal-

ing and contact engineering. Magneto-transport, including weak anti-localization and

Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations was studied at cryogenic temperature. Quantum Hall

effect was observed for the first time in both 2D electron and hole gases with mobility

of 6,000 and 3,000 cm2/Vs, and non-trivial Berry phase in Te 2D electron system was

detected as the first experimental evidence of massive Weyl fermions. This work not

only demonstrates the great potential of tellurene films for electronics and quantum
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device applications, but also expands the spectrum of topological matters into a new

material species - Weyl semiconductors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Post-silicon Era beyond Moores Law

Since Moore’s Law was first put forward in 1965, this prophecy has governed ca-

dence of miniaturizing the transistor geometry and increasing the transistor density

on integrated circuits (ICs) for over half a century. Nowadays, the leading semicon-

ductor corporations such as TSMC, Samsung and Intel are devoting themselves to

developing 7-nm and 5-nm technology node, and we may expect the advent of 3-nm

technology node in the foreseeable future. Beyond that, the long-living Moore’s Law

may be extended by using 3D vertical integration to keep increasing the density of

the transistors. However, there is no doubt that this downsizing trend cannot be sus-

tained forever as the device size is approaching the atomic scale and quantum effect

starts to rule the transistor behavior. Yet even before the device feature size enters

the quantum realm, we have encountered serious technical problems. For one thing,

as we keep shrinking the device size, we start to lose electrostatic control and the

transistors cannot be shut off. The large standby power consumption will make our

laptops and cellphones burning hot. Moreover, downsizing traditional 3D semicon-

ductors such as silicon comes with the cost of degrading mobility. More specifically,

for ultra-thin body silicon devices, the mobility decrease with the thickness of the

channel following an empirical sixth power rule [1]: µ ∝ t6. As a rule of thumb, to

maintain electrostatic control, the channel thickness should be one third of the gate

length. That is to say, for a transistor with 3 nm gate length, the channel need to be

as thin as 1 nm, or in other words, a couple of layers of atoms. The surface scattering

and the dangling bonds will deteriorate the device performance. A different approach,

whether structural-wise or material-wise, is desperately demanded semiconductor in-

dustry in the post-silicon era. A semiconductor material that can be operated at least
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as fast as silicon, yet more immune to the mobility degradation when approaching

2D limit, will be an ideal candidate. This is where 2D vdW materials comes to the

rescue. 2D materials features vdW bonding between atomic layers, which allows easy

cleavage into a perfect dangling-bond-free interface and sustain a reasonably high mo-

bility even in mono-layer regime. Besides, 2D material is a big family covers a wide

spectrum from metals, semiconductors to insulators, which allows us to potentially

build all-2D-material circuits by stacking different 2D materials together like Lego.

Here in the next section, we will introduce synthesis, material properties, and recent

research progress of some of the most well-known 2D materials.

1.2 An Overlook of 2D Materials and Recent Progress

1.2.1 Graphene

The Nobel-prize-winning material graphene was the very first 2D material that

was isolated into single layer. The carbon atoms are arranged into hexagonal crystal

structure connected with sp2-hybridzed valence bonds. The fourth p-orbit electron

forms an out-of-plane π bond, which gives a unique Dirac cone band structure at

the corners of Brillouin zone K and K′ point [2]. Therefore graphene is classified

as a semimetal, meaning that although it does not possess a finite band gap in the

electronic structure, the density of states (DOS) is zero at Dirac point where the

conduction band and valence band touch with each other. The linear dispersion in

the vicinity of Dirac point gives rise to massless Dirac fermions with high mobility

over 25,000 cm2/Vs at room temperature.

This special band structure sparked tremendous interest to study the quantum

properties of relativistic particles in low energy spectrum. Many fascinating physi-

cal properties has been observed in graphene system such as non-trivial topological

phase [3,4] and quantum Hall effect even at room temperature [5]. By stacking mono-

layers of graphene with different angles, an additional sub-band forms due to the long
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range moire superlattice which introduces more exotic phenomena such as Hofstadter

butterfly [6], superconductivity [7] and Mott insulator [8].

Despite all the fantastic progress in condensed matter physics research, the de-

velopment of graphene based electronics falls far behind. The major obstacle is that

graphene FETs cannot be turned off and the on/off ratio is within one order due to

its semimetallic nature, which is unsuitable for low-power circuits. For transistors,

a moderate band gap over 0.3 eV is generally needed as a guideline in order to shut

off the device. Therefore recently efforts have been pivoted into studying another

carbon-based 1D counterpart - CNTs for FETs and CMOS circuits.

The easiest way to obtain graphene exfoliation, either mechanically or chemically,

from bulk graphite. This method yields the highest quality of graphene crystal,

however these nano-sheets are in several µm of lateral size and thus cannot be used

for massive production. Alternative chemical methods have been developed to grow

wafer-size few layer or even monolayer graphene using epitaxial growth on H-SiC

crystal [9] or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on metal sheets like Ni and Cu [10,11].

1.2.2 Black Phosphorus

Black phosphorus (BP) is the most stable allotrope of phosphorus and was first

synthesized in 1914 in with high pressure and high temperature technique [12]. Later

other routes were proposed to prepare bulk BP such as using mercury as catalyst

and recrystallization from bismuth flux [13–15]. In 2008, Nilges et al. [16] proposed a

fast low-pressure chemical vapor transport (CVT) method using AuSn as transport

agent to produce bulk BP single crystals, which later was further simplified by Kopf

et al. [17]. Efforts has also been made to grow large area BP thin films [18,19].

Just like graphene, black phosphorus also has a layered crystal structure with a

puckered honeycomb lattice. Phosphorene, the monolayer form of BP was first iso-

lated in 2014 [20,21]. BP FETs were subsequently demonstrated with extraordinary

electrical performance with on/off ratio over 106 and field-effect mobility ranging
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from a couple of hundreds to near 1000 cm2/Vs. The band gap of BP evolves from

0.3 eV (bulk) to over 2 eV in monolayer form with enhanced quantum confinement.

BP shows p-type semiconductor behavior due to the intrinsic p-type defects. Fur-

thermore, by proper device engineering, such as adopting low work-function metal

contact [22], ALD doping [23], and gate electrostatic doping [24], n-type transistors

with high electron mobility are also realized. Thereby, it has great potential to be

used as ultrathin transistor channel material and further pushes CMOS scaling trend.

In addition to extraordinary electrical properties, the ultrathin 2D BP also has su-

perior mechanical flexibility and durability [25], thus showing promise as a possible

flexible electronics component.

The major roadblock towards applications of BP is its instability in air. Few-layer

BP films will absorb oxygen and water in the air and degrade within several hours

and this issue becomes more severe with reduced thickness. To preserve BP films, a

capping layer such as h-BN [26] or ALD deposited Al2O3 [27] has been proved to slow

down the oxidation process to some extent. However these methods lacks of massive

manufacturing capability and the instability issue poses a critical challenge towards

the application of BP. An alternative material with air-stability is desperately needed.

1.2.3 MoS2 and other TMDs

Transition metal dichalcogenides are a group of material that share a same element

composition MX2 where M stands of transition metal and X are group VI chalcogen

atoms (ie. S, Se and Te). There are over 40 different TMDs which covers a vast

spectrum of material category from superconductors to insulators. Several TMDs

such as MoS2 and WSe2 have received extensive attention since they have a favorable

band gap around 1 eV and are very stable in air. MoS2 is one of the earliest and the

most intensively investigated TMD materials in terms of FETs. The demonstration

of MoS2 transistors can be traced back to 2007 [28], and later the transistor perfor-

mance kept improving and even monolayer MoS2 also exhibits extraordinary electri-
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cal performance [29]. MoS2 also shows great scaling potential [30, 31] even down to

sub-nanometer gate length [32] that is compatible with state-of-the-art semiconduc-

tor manufacturing technology node. Large-area atomically thin MoS2 films [33] and

TMD hetero-structures [34] have also been achieved with CVD method.

However there are some issues that hinders the advance of TMD-based electronics.

The major roadblock is the intrinsically low carrier mobility due the large effective

mass of electrons in TMDs. The mobility in TMDs is in general two orders lower than

silicon, and the mobility describes how fast electrons/holes move in the semiconductor

which has huge impact on the device operation speed and the clock frequency of the

microprocessor. Besides, due to the relatively large bandgap and the difficulty in band

alignment, contact resistance is quite high in TMD Schottky transistors. Finally,

high-performance p-type TMD transistors have not yet been demonstrated to match

the n-type MoS2 transistors in order to construct CMOS logic circuits.

1.3 Fundamentals of Tellurium and Tellurene

Despite the variety of 2D materials that have been discovered and intensively

studied, we have not yet met the perfect material that is capable of replacing silicon

and Si-based semiconductor technology. From the discussion above, we can come to

the conclusion that a suitable candidate should: (1) have a reasonable bandgap (at

least 0.3 eV) for the device to be properly shut off and reduce standby power; (2) be

air-stable for real device application (instead prototype testing devices in the lab);

(3) develop sophisticated doping technique for easy access of both electrons and holes

in order to build complimentary MOS circuit; (4) high and near-symmetric carrier

mobility for both electrons and holes for building high-speed CMOS devices.

In this section we will introduce some basic physical and chemical properties of

tellurium and its 2D counterpart tellurene and show that this material indeed fulfills

all the requirements we proposed above and has great potential for applications in

electronics, optoelectronics and quantum devices.
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Fig. 1.1. Crystal structure of Te. Helical chains with three-fold rota-
tional symmetry are bonded together by vdW-like forces and arranged
into hexagonal 1D structure.

Tellurium (Te) is a group VI element with 2 s-orbital electrons and 4 p-orbital

electrons. It is also the heaviest stable (non-radioactive) non-metal element known

so far in the periodic table. Hexagonal Te is the most stable and most common

allotrope in nature, and from hereon we will be focusing on this phase of Te only.

Te is a narrow bandgap semiconductor with a unique one-dimensional helical atomic

structure. The crystal is formed by parallel assembled helical chains with three-fold

screw symmetry that stretches in z direction, with either left or right handedness (see

Figure 1.1a). These chains are interconnected by van der Waals forces in the x-y plane

into a trigonal crystal, as shown in side view and top view in Figure 1.2a and 1.2b.

The rotational symmetry, while relatively common among organic macromolecues [35]

(DNA is the most well-known example), is very rare at atomic scale in very few types

inorganic crystals such as certain zeolites [36] and NbSi2 [37]. The inherent rotational

symmetry in helical crystal structure gives rise to some unique properties of tellurium

such as current-induced spin polarization [38] and circular photon drag effect [39].
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Fig. 1.2. Orthographic View of Te crystal.(a) Side view and (b) top
view of 1D helical chains.

The unit cell of Te consists of three neighboring atoms along the chain, each has

a 120◦ rotational shift in xy plane and an offset of 1.97 Å in z direction. The space

group of Te crystal is either P3121 (D4
3) or P3221 (D4

3), depending on the clockwise

or counterclockwise rotational directions [40–42]. By identifying the unit cell, we can

define the unit vectors in the real space to be ~a1 = ax̂, ~a2 = 1
2
ax̂+

√
3

2
aŷ, ~a3 = cẑ (here

a and c are atom spacing as denoted in Figure 1.2a and 1.2b), and the corresponding

reciprocal lattice vectors can be expressed easily by taking reciprocal triad of unit

vectors. The first Brillouin zone is defined by taking the Wigner-Seitz cell in reciprocal

space and is illustrated in Figure 1.3a.

As a direct consequence of lacking inversion symmetry and heavy atoms, Te ex-

hibits strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which gives rise to a spin-split conduction

band with a Weyl crossing point in the conduction band edge [42], and a famous

camel-back-shaped valence band edge [40,43,44]. These prominent features near the

band edge will have an influence on the transport behavior and will be manifested in

the magneto-transport and quantum Hall effect as we shall discuss later.
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Fig. 1.3. Orthographic View of Te crystal.(a) First Brillouin zone of
Te. (b) Band structure of Te from DFT calculations. The direct band
gap of 0.35 eV is located at the corner point H and H’ of BZ.

Because of the unique 1D crystal structure, Te not only tends to grow into 1D

nanowires in general, but also can be arranged into 2D films with proper growth

technique. We shall see in this dissertation that 2D Te films down to 0.3 nm which

is a monolayer of Te atoms (half of the unit cell thickness) can be grown with liquid-

based growth method that we developed. The monolayer or few-layer tellurium film

is coined as tellurene, as an analogy to graphene, phosphorene, and stanane. In this

work, more generally, we use the word tellurene to refer to all the 2D Te films we

grow with hydrothermal method regardless of the thickness. The films show great

air-stability over several months time span. The mobility of both electrons and holes

are high and near symmetric, which ensures its potential to be used as a FET channel

material for CMOS circuits.

1.4 Summary

This report will be focusing on three major topics regarding tellurene: the material

growth and characterization; electrical properties and FET device application, and

magneto-transport. The dissertation is organized as following:

In Chapter 2 we will introduce our initial effort with collaborators to develop

and improve a hydrothermal growth method to obtain large-area high-quality 2D

tellurene. This is the first time 2D Te films (from tens of nanometers down to few
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layers) are acquired from a bottom-up synthesis process. Comprehensive techniques

were employed to characterize the quality of the films including TEM, AFM, XRD and

Raman spectroscopy. The thickness-dependent and strain-response Raman spectrum

captures the physical transition as the material approaches lower dimension.

In Chapter 3 we thoroughly investigated the electrical properties of tellurene and

explored high performance p-type FETs based on Te films. The p-type Te transistors

exhibits highest on-state drive current over 1A/mm among all 2D material based

transistors with high hole mobility near 700 cm2/Vs and decent on/off ratio over 106.

The device scaling were also demonstrated with channel length down to 100 nm and

EOT down to 2.5 nm. Record-low contact resistance were achieved using high work

function metal or using chemically converted lateral contacts. The top gate device

were also demonstrated using PVD grown gate stacks or self-aligned aluminum top

gate. Finally, Te nanowire transistors were also realized.

In Chapter 4 we report Te NMOS and CMOS devices along with other device

applications. ALD dielectric doping was successfully implemented to achieve n-type

doping effect. NMOS device with high electron mobility near 600 cm2/Vs and proto-

typical CMOS inverter were demonstrated. We also broadened our horizon to explore

the thermoelectric properties of 2D Te films. The thermoelectrical figure-of-merit ZT

value was boosted to 0.63 and this is so far the highest thermoelectric efficiency in

single element materials. Photo/thermoelectric current mapping were carried out to

visualize the thermoelectric and photoelectric current distribution. Accumulation-

type contacts were achieved in p-type 2D semiconductor for the first time.

Chapter 5 covers magneto-transport behavior in both p-type and n-type Te sam-

ples. Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and quantum Hall effect were first reported in

high quality p-type tellurene with Hall mobility near 3,000 cm2/Vs at cryogenic tem-

perature. Anomaly in both SdH oscillations and transport behaviors was observed

which can be explained by the interplay between SOC and Zeeman splitting effect.

The Magneto-resistance along z-directions shows some evidence of structure induced

1D transport behavior. Higher electron mobility of 6,000 cm2/Vs were achieved in
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ALD doped n-type device, allowing more exotic physics phenomena to be unveiled.

Because of the unique doping profile, correlated wide quantum well with approxi-

mate SU(8) symmetric pseudospin space were realized in well-developed quantum

Hall states. Non-trivial π Berry phase were detected in SdH oscillations, suggesting

the first experimental observation of massive Weyl fermions in unprecedented Weyl

semiconductor system.
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2. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF

TELLURENE FILMS

2D materials are defined as a group of materials featuring atomic-thin layered crystal

structure with interlayer vdW force. Through high-throughput vdW density func-

tional calculations (DFT), over five thousand materials were identified with vdW

structure, yet only about 30% of them can be easily exfoliated [45]. Tellurium is a

special 2D material in a sense that it forms 1D atomic chain with vdW forces between

neighboring chains. Still atomically thin 2D Te films can theoretically be achieved

with perfect vdW interface. Unfortunately, Te falls into the majority of 2D materi-

als which cannot be easily exfoliated with typical mechanical method USING scotch

tape. Hence all the previous works on Te were focused on its bulk form or evaporated

poly-films [46]. The quest for high quality single crystalline 2D Te films is urgent

to explore the electrical and physical properties of Te approaching 2D limit. In this

chapter we will first report a hydrothermal growth method to synthesize 2D Te films.

This is the first time large-area single crystalline 2D Te films were obtained. The

method provides controllability of film thickness and later size, and allows the film to

be assembled onto arbitrary substrates. TEM and AFM techniques were employed

to determine the crystal quality nd thickness of the film. Finally, we will discuss

the anisotropic optical properties along with strain response to shed light on crystal

structure-property correlations of Te with its unique atomic structure.

2.1 Material Synthesis and Assembly

In general, the most widely used methods to acquire 2D thin films from van der

Waals materials are mechanical exfoliation and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).

Significant efforts have also been made to grow tellurium nanostructures, however
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these methods yield either quasi-one-dimensional morphology [47–52] or small 2D

flakes [53] that are unsuitable for studying magneto-transport. It is also very difficult

to study transport properties of monolayer tellurene grown on conducting graphene

surface by (MBE) molecular beam epitaxy [54,55] since it requires monolayer transfer

and process [56–58]. In this section, we report a substrate-free solution process for

synthesizing large-area, high-quality 2D Te crystals (termed tellurene) with a thick-

ness of a monolayer to tens of nanometers and a unique chiral-chain vdW structure

which is fundamentally different from the layered vdW materials. We use the term

X-ene to describe 2D forms of elemental materials without considering the specific

bonding [58, 59]. The samples are grown through the reduction of sodium tellurite

(Na2TeO3) by hydrazine hydrate (N2H4) in an alkaline solution at temperatures from

160-200 ◦C, with the presence of crystal-face-blocking ligand polyvinylpyrrolidone

(PVP).

Fig. 2.1. Optical image of solution-grown tellurene flakes. Inset: Op-
tical image of the tellurene solution dispersion. The scale bar is 20
µm.

In a typical procedure, analytical grade Na2TeO3 (0.00045 mol) and a certain

amount of poly(-vinyl pyrrolidone) was put into double distilled water (33 ml) at

room temperature under magnetic stirring to form a homogeneous solution. The
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resulting solution was poured into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave, which was

then filled with an aqueous ammonia solution (25%, w/w%) and hydrazine hydrate

(80 %, w/w%). The autoclave was sealed and maintained at the reaction temperature

for a designed time. Then the autoclave was cooled to room temperature naturally.

The resulting silver-gray, solid products were precipitated by centrifuge at 5000 rpm

for 5 minutes and washed 3 times with distilled water (to remove any ions remaining

in the final product).

Figure 2.1 shows the as-grown Te nanofilms and the inset is an optical image of a

typical tellurene solution dispersion after reactions at 180 ◦C for 20 hours when the

Na2TeO3:PVP mole ratio is 52.4:1. Individual 2D flakes have edge lengths ranging

from 50 to 100 µm, and thicknesses from 10 to 100 nm.

Tellurene crystals with a thickness smaller than 10 nm to ultimately monolayer

structure can be further derived through a solvent-assisted post-growth thinning pro-

cess. The as-synthesized 2D tellurene solution (1 mL) was mixed with acetone (3 mL)

at the room temperature. After a specific time (e.g., 6 hours), the thin 2D tellurene

can be obtained by centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes. With L-B process, the 2D

tellurene can be transferred onto the substrate.

For thinning process using tellurene solution with controlled pH values, the sus-

pension of as-synthesized 2D Te (1 mL) was centrifuged with the addition of 3 mL DI

water. Then, the 2D Te was dispersed into a solution of 1 mL of NaOH and 3 mL of

acetone. The concentration of NaOH was varied to control the pH value of the above

4 mL solution. After that, the above solution was kept at room temperature for 2-10

hours. Finally, the thinned tellurene samples were precipitated by centrifuge. The

thickness of tellurene decreases with time after acetone is introduced into the growth

solution. After 6 hours, the average thickness of tellurene is reduced to ∼ 10 nm, with

the thinnest flake down to 4 nm thick (∼ 10 layers) (Figure 2.2). Due to the poor

solubility in acetone, PVP molecules tend to desorb from the tellurene and undergo

aggregation, giving rise to the sediment of tellurene over the time in acetone. Lacking

the protection of PVP, the tellurene surfaces get exposed and react with the alkaline
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Fig. 2.2. Post-growth thinning process in the alkaline growth solution
(pH ∼ 11.5) for obtaining ultrathin few-layer tellurene. The scale bar
is 5 µm. Mean values from 8 technical replicates are indicated. Error
bars represent s.d.

growth solution (pH ∼ 11.5), leading to the reduced thickness. Large-area (up to

100 µm in lateral dimensions) tellurene crystals with monolayer, bi- layer, tri-layer

and few-layer thicknesses can be further obtained (Figure 2.3), by controlling the pH

values of the tellurene dispersion solution in the above post-growth thinning process.

Fig. 2.3. Tri-layer, bi-layer and mono-layer tellurene samples obtained
after the post-growth thinning process (pH = 10.5) The scale bar is
5 µm.
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The 2D Te flakes can be transferred and assembled at large scale into a single

layer of continuous thin film through a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) process [60] onto

various substrates for subsequent characterization and device integration. The washed

nanoflakes were suspended in a mixture solvent made of N, N-dimethylformamide

(DMF) and CHCl3 (e.g., in the ratio of 1.3:1). Then, the mixture solvent was dropped

into the deionized water. Too much DMF will result in the falling of 2D Te in

the water. It is difficult to mix the DMF, CHCl3 and 2D Te when CHCl3 is too

much. After the evaporation of the solvent, a monolayer assembly of 2D Te flakes

was observed at the air/water interface. Then we can transfer the monolayer assembly

of 2D Te onto the substrates.

2.2 Crystal Growth Mechanism and Geometric Control

The controlled PVP concentration is the key for obtaining 2D tellurene. Figure

2.4 shows the productivity of tellurene grown at 180 ◦C with time for a broad range

of Na2TeO3/PVP mole ratios. When a smaller amount of PVP is used, the first

2D structures occur after a shorter reaction time (Figure 2.4a). A closer examina-

tion of reactions with different PVP concentrations reveals an intriguing morphology

evolution in growth products with time. For each PVP concentration, the initial

growth products are dominantly 1D nanostructures (Figure 2.4b), similar to previous

reports [51, 61, 62]. After a certain period of reaction, structures possessing both 1D

and 2D characteristics start to emerge (Figure 2.4a). TEM characterizations indicate

that the long axes (showing 1D characteristics) of these flakes are 〈0001〉 oriented,

and the lateral protruding regions (showing 2D characteristics) grow along the 〈1210〉

directions, with the {1010} facets as the top/bottom surfaces. The 2D regions are

enclosed by edges with atomic level step roughness. These high energy edges are not

specific to certain planes during the intermediate states. These structures also have

more uneven surfaces compared to 2D tellurene, further manifesting their intermedi-

ate nature. Finally, the ratio of 2D tellurene flakes which have a straight {1210} edge
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increases with a reduction in 1D and intermediate structures and reaches a plateau

after an extended growth, e.g. 30 hours. The growth with a lower level of PVP has

a smaller final productivity. The observed morphology evolution suggests that the

balance between the kinetic and thermodynamic growth dictates the transformation

from 1D structures to 2D forms (Figure 2.4b). In the initial growth, PVP is prefer-

entially adsorbed on the {1010} surfaces of the nucleated seeds, which promotes the

kinetic-driven 1D growth. When the reaction continues, {1010} surfaces of the formed

structures would become partially covered due to the insufficient PVP capping. Since

{1010} surfaces have the lowest free energy in tellurium, the growth of {1010} surfaces

along the 〈1210〉 direction significantly increases through the thermodynamic-driven

assembly, giving rise to the observed intermediate structures. The enhanced growth

along the 〈1210〉 directions together with the continued 〈0001〉 growth leads to the

formation of 2D tellurene.

The sizes and thicknesses of tellurene can also be effectively modulated by control-

ling the ratio between sodium tellurite and PVP (Figure 2.4c). The width of tellurene

monotonically decreases with the reduction of PVP level; the thickness is minimized

when a medium level of PVP is used (e.g., Na2TeO3/PVP ratio ∼52.4/1, Group No.

12 in Figure 2.4c), and increases with both the increase and decrease of PVP (Figure

2.4c). With a small amount of PVP, the solution is supersaturated with Te source,

and homogeneous nucleation of Te can occur in large scale, consuming resource for

subsequent growth. As a result, the Ostwald ripening of Te nuclei is shortened, and

the final tellurene crystals have smaller sizes compared to samples grown at higher

PVP concentrations. The low PVP level also leads to more significant growth along

thickness directions. On the other hand, when the PVP level is high, the fewer nucle-

ation events allow the sufficient supply of Te source for subsequent growth, leading

to the increased width and thickness. Also, the productivity of tellurene increases

with the reaction temperature from 160 ◦Cto 180 ◦C This is likely because higher

temperature promotes the forward reaction rate in the half reaction of endothermic

hydrazine oxidation. However, when temperature increases from 180 ◦C to 200 ◦C
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Fig. 2.4. Solution processing for tellurene. (a), Growth outcome for
different PVP concentrations with different reaction time. Mean val-
ues from 5 technical replicates are indicated. Error bars represent
s.d.(b) Morphology evolution from 1D Te structures to 2D Te. (c)
Thickness and width modulation of 2D Te. Mean values from 8 tech-
nical replicates are indicated. Error bars represent s.d.

the possible breaking of the van der Waals bonds between Te chains by the excessive

energy could lead to the saturated productivity.

2.3 Crystal Structure and TEM Analysis

Te has a unique chiral-chain crystal lattice where individual helical chains of Te

atoms are stacked together by van der Waals (vdW) type bonds and spiral around axes

parallel to the [0001] direction at the center and corners of the hexagonal elementary

cell (Figure 2.5a). Each tellurium atom is covalently bonded with its two nearest

neighbors on the same chain. Earlier studies revealed bulk Te has small effective

masses and high hole mobilities due to spin-orbit coupling [63]. The lone-pair and
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anti-bonding orbitals give rise to a slightly indirect bandgap in the infrared regime

(∼0.35 eV) in bulk Te [64], which has a conduction band minimum (CBM) located

at the H-point of the Brillouin zone, and a valence band maximum (VBM) that is

slightly shifted from the H-point along the chain direction, giving rise to hole pockets

near H-point40. When the thickness is reduced, the indirect feature becomes more

prominent, as shown by our first-principles calculations. For example, the VBM of

4-layer Te (Figure 2.5b) is further shifted to (0.43, 0.34) (in the unit of the surface

reciprocal cell), while CBM remains at (1/2, 1/3). Accompanied by the shift of VBM,

the band gap also increases (Figure 2.5c), due to the quantum confinement effect, and

eventually reaches ∼ 1 eV for monolayer Te [59].

Fig. 2.5. Band structure of few-layer tellurene. (a) Atomic structure of
tellurium. (b) The band structure of 4-layer Te, calculated by using
PBE functional. Valence bands are shown in blue, and conduction
bands are in red. (c) Thickness-dependent bandgap for tellurene,
calculated by HSE functional.

The structure, composition, and quality of these tellurene crystals have been an-

alyzed by high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy

(HAADF-STEM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), en-

ergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Figure 2.6a

shows a typical atomically-resolved HAADF-STEM image of a tellurene flake. The

helical chains and a threefold screw symmetry along 〈0001〉 are clearly visible. The

inter-planar spacing is 2.2 and 6.0 , corresponding to Te (1210) and (0001) planes [65],
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respectively. No point defects or dislocations were observed over a large area within

single crystals. Figure 2.6b shows the selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pat-

tern along the [1010] zone axis, which is perpendicular to the top surface of the flake.

Similar characterizations and analyses of dozens of 2D Te flakes with different sizes

indicate that all samples grow laterally along the 〈0001〉 and 〈1210〉 directions, with

the vertical stacking along the 〈1010〉 directions (Figure 2.6c).

Fig. 2.6. TEM image of few-layer tellurene. (a) (HAADF)-STEM
image of tellurene. The false-colored (in blue) atoms are superimposed
to the original STEM image for highlighting the helical structure.
(b) Diffraction pattern of tellurene. (c) 3D illustration of tellurene
structure.

2.4 Thickness and Angle-Dependent Raman Spectroscopy

These high-quality ultrathin tellurene crystals with controlled thicknesses pro-

vide an ideal system to explore their intrinsic properties in the 2D limit. We first

characterized the optical properties of as-synthesized tellurene with a wide range of

thickness (from a monolayer to 37.4 nm) by angle-resolved polarized Raman spec-
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troscopy at room temperature. The incident light comes in along the [1010] direction

and is polarized into the [0001] helical chain direction of the tellurene. The Ra-

man spectra of tellurene samples with different thickness (Figure 2.7a) exhibits three

main Raman-active modes, with one A-mode and two E-modes which correspond

to the chain expansion in basal plane, bond-bending around [1210] direction and

asymmetric stretching mainly along [0001] helical chain [66], respectively. For the

2D Te samples thicker than 20.5 nm, three Raman-active modes locating at 92 cm−1

(E1 transverse (TO) phonon mode), 121 cm−1 (A1-mode) and 143 cm−1 (E2-mode)

were identified, which agrees well with previous observations in bulk and nanostruc-

tured tellurium [53,67–69], indicating that although these thicker crystals possess 2D

morphology, their symmetric properties can still be characterized as bulk. The appre-

ciable effective dynamic charge induced for the E1 mode in tellurium leads to a split

of E1 doublets at 92 cm−1 and 105 cm−1 for transverse (TO) or longitudinal (LO)

phonons, respectively [68]. The absence of E1 (LO) mode in our observed results for

2D Te thicker than 20.5 nm, similar to previous reports on bulk and nanostructured

tellurium [53,67–69], may be attributed to the different signs in the deformation po-

tential and electro-optic contribution to the Raman scattering tensor, which gives

rise to the cancellation if both contributions have the same magnitude [70]. As the

thickness decreases from 20.5 nm to 9.1 nm, the deformation potential in tellurene

lattice increases while the electro-optic effect weakens, leading to the appearance of

E1 (LO) mode in the Raman spectra for 2D Te crystals with intermediate thickness.

When the 2D Tes thickness further reduces (smaller than 9.1 nm in Figure 2.7a),

the degeneracy in the E1 TO and LO modes occurs with peak broadening, possibly

due to the intra-chain atomic displacement, the electronic band structure changes

and the symmetry assignments for each band, all of which are affected by the sample

thickness.

hen tellurenes thickness decreases, there are significant blue-shifts for both A1

(shift to 136 cm−1 for monolayer) and E2 modes (shift to 149 cm−1 for monolayer).

The hardened in-plane E2 vibration mode in thinner tellurene, similar to reported ob-
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Fig. 2.7. (a) Raman spectra for 2D Te with different thicknesses.
(b) - (f) Angle-resolved Raman spectra for a 13.5-nm-thick flake. b,
Evolution with angles between crystal orientation and incident laser
polarization. (c) - (f) Polar figures of Raman Intensity corresponding
to A1 and two E modes located at 94 (E1-TO), 105 (E1-LO), 125 (A1),
and 143 (E2) cm−1.

servations for black phosphorus [71] and MoS2 [72], may be attributed to the enhanced

interlayer long-range Coulombic interactions when thinned down. The observed blue-

shift for the A1 mode in 2D Te, in strong contrast to 2D layered vdW materials which

usually witness red-shift for the out-of-plane vibration mode when thinned down, is

thought to be closely related to the unique chiral-chain vdW structure of tellurene.

When thinned down, the lattice deformation within the 2D plane gave rise to the at-

tenuated inter-chain vdW interactions and enhanced intra-chain covalent interactions

in the individual tellurene layer, leading to more effective restoring forces on tellurium

atoms and hence hardened out-of-plane A1 vibration mode. Such unique structure

of tellurene also results in the giant thickness-dependent shift in Raman vibrational

modes, which is unseen in 2D layered vdW materials. The interaction between the

substrate (SiO2/Si) and 2D Te flakes could also contribute to the hardened A1 and
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E2 modes. The stiffening of vibrational modes in monolayer tellurene (Figure 2.7a)

is consistent with its structure reconstruction where extra bonds are formed between

neighboring chains in the single layer tellurium [58,59].

Reduced in-plane symmetry in the chiral-chain vdW structure of tellurene indi-

cates a strong in-plane anisotropy for its material properties. We further character-

ized the anisotropic optical properties of as-synthesized tellurene with three different

thicknesses (28.5 nm, 13.5 nm, and 9.7 nm) by angle-resolved polarized Raman spec-

troscopy at room temperature. By rotating the tellurene flakes in steps of 15◦, we

observed the changes in the angle-resolved Raman peak intensities (Figure 2.7b). We

extracted the peak intensities of different modes by fitting with Lorentz function and

plotted them into the corresponding polar figures (Figure 2.7c-f). While all the modes

change in intensity with the polarization angle, we find that the peak for the A1 mode

in all samples exhibits the largest sensitivity to the relative orientation between the

[0001] direction and the polarization of the excitation laser (middle panels of Figure

2.7b). The angle-resolved Raman results also confirm that the helical Te atom chains

in the as-synthesized tellurene are oriented along the growth direction of the tellurene

flake, which matches the TEM results (Figure 2.6a).

2.5 Anisotropic Strain Response of Raman Spectroscopy

We also investigated the evolution of the Raman spectra of Te with uniaxial

tensile and compressive strains, summarized in Figure 2.8a. The laser polarization

is aligned along the a-axis of Te thin film, and the strain direction is along c-axis

based on our apparatus set-up. In our work, we used Lorentzian function to fit the

Raman spectra and obtained the peak frequency of each mode at different strain

strengths. For unstrained Te, consistent with previous reports [69, 73], we observe

the A1 mode at 122 cm−1, and modes of E1 and E2 at 94 cm−1 and 142 cm−1,

respectively. The A1 and E2 modes show the same linear trend of Raman frequency

shift with respect to the applied strains, while the rates of frequency shift are different
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in these two modes. Both A1 and E2 modes experience a blue-shift when Te is

under compressive strains along the c-axis, with a slope of 1.1 cm−1%−1 and 0.9

cm−1%−1, respectively. On the other hand, A1 and E2 have a red-shift at a rate of

cm−1%−1 and 1.2 cm−1%−1 under uniaxial tensile strains along the c-axis, as shown

in Figure 2.8b and 2.8c. Note that we did not observe a measurable Raman shift

in the E1 mode, where the E1 peak position remains the same with various c-axis

strains and we ascribe it to the fact E1 mode is responsible to a-axis rotation and is

not sensitive to c-axis deformation [68,69]. The different responses of Raman spectra

with strains can be explained by analyzing the types of vibration mode involved. Let

us take the E2 mode as an example in the first place, where the atomic motions of

E2 mode occurs along the 1D c-axis direction. The red-shift of the E2 mode under

tensile strain along the c-axis, with a slope of cm−1%−1, can be understood based

on the elongation of the Te-Te covalent bond length, which weakens the interatomic

interactions and therefore reducing the vibration frequency. Meanwhile, blue-shift

with a slope of 0.9 cm−1%−1 under compressive strain indicates the enhancement of

interatomic interaction, thus interpreted as a result of the shortened covalent Te-Te

bond under compressive deformation. Furthermore, tensile strain not only enlarges

the Te-Te bond length assigned to E2 mode along c-axis, but also influences the basal

plane displacement pattern which is associated with A1 mode. The red-shifted/blue-

shifted Raman frequency of the A1 mode is attributed to the decreased/increased

equilateral triangle projection of the chain on basal plane perpendicular to the c-axis,

thus manipulating the basal plane vibration frequency and leading to Raman shift of

A1 mode.

To apply strain along the a-axis, the Te sample substrate was rotated by 90◦,

and the Raman spectroscopy was introduced along the c-axis on the same sample.

The corresponding Raman spectra of a-axis strained Te are presented in Figure 2.8d,

where the E1 mode has disappeared due to the optical anisotropic property reported

previously that E1 mode maximizes when Raman polarization is along a-axis, and

vanishes when it is along c-axis19. Figure 2.8e and 2.8f illustrate the A1 and E2 peak
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positions as a function of tensile and compressive a-axis strains. Interestingly, both

A1 and E2 have no response with various tensile and compressive strains, and the A1

and E2 Raman peak positions are independent of applied strains. The response along

a-axis strain is totally different from that along c-axis, providing strong evidences

of its anisotropic behavior. More importantly, the significant strain response along

c-axis, together with no response along a-axis has conclusively verified the 1D van der

Waals nature of Te thin film. The pronounced strain response when the deformation

is applied along c-axis is directly associated with interatomic interactions between 1D

covalent Te-Te bonds, while the absence of strain response in a-axis strains demon-

strates no covalent bond, but pure weak van der Waals interaction in 2D plane of Te

thin films.

2.6 Summary

The single element 2D materials are some of the most well-known 2D materials,

not only because of its simple crystal and electronic structures, but also because they

are beautiful systems with profound and intriguing physical phenomena. For exam-

ple, graphene hosts massless Dirac fermions that can be described with relativistic

Dirac Hamiltonian; Stanane is predicted to be a topological insulator to study quan-

tum spin Hall effect. Our progress in synthesizing 2D Te adds a new member to this

exciting family. Unlike conventional 2D semiconductors obtained by mechanical exfo-

liation which only yield small nanofilms, our 2D Te films have lateral size over 103 um2

which is about two orders larger than other exfoliated 2D materials and shows much

more promising manufacturing potential. The AFM results show that the films have

an atomically flat surface, and the controllable thickness can be tuned from tens of

nanometers all the way down to few layers. TEM image determines the crystal orien-

tation and also confirms astonishingly high crystal quality. The thickness-dependent

Raman spectroscopy shows the phonon vibration modes are shifted as we approach-

ing 2D limit. And anisotropic strain response of Raman spectroscopy also reveals the
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1D nature of 2D Te. The synthesis and characterization results paved the way for

implementing Te-based electronics and further study the quantum transport of 2D

Te.
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Fig. 2.8. Raman evolution under uniaxial strained Te. (a) Raman
spectra of Te thin film for both tensile and compressive c-axis strains.
Raman shift of (b) A1 and (c) E2 modes in c-axis strained Te. (d)
Raman spectra of Te thin film for both tensile and compressive a-axis
strains. Raman shift of (e) A1 and (f) E2 modes in a-axis strained Te.
The dashed lines show linear fit results, and error bars are determined
from Lorentzian peak fittings.
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3. DESIGNING AND OPTIMIZING P-TYPE

TELLURENE FETS

In this chapter we will cover a comprehensive investigation of designing and optimiz-

ing p-type Tellurene FETs. Due to the unintentional doping of Te, the Fermi level

of Te is closer to the valence band and Te exhibits p-type semiconductor behavior in

general. Therefore it is simple and straightforward to investigate the electrical prop-

erties and build FETs starting from p-type. Here in this chapter, we will first survey

the fundamental electrical performance of tellurene as a brand new 2D material with

different thickness. Carrier mobility along two major axis will also be measured to

determine the preferable direction for fabricating transistors. To design a device that

is competitive with state-of-the-art 2D transistors, we scaled the channel length and

effective oxide thickness to further boost the on-state current to over 1 A/mm. With

high mobility, the drive current and the speed of Te transistors are comparable to

top-of-the-line commercial silicon devices. We also thoroughly studied the correlation

between the film thickness, channel length, on-current and on/off ratios to serve as

a broad guideline in designing tellurene transistors. The contact resistance was also

measured with high work function metal. Here we also developed a unique selective

chemical transform method to form a lateral contact with low Rc that only specifically

works for Te, which further allows us to fabricate high-performance top-gate devices.

Finally we present a process to deposit self-aligned top gate stack with promising

scaling potential.

3.1 Tellurene Based Transistor Performance

Here we first explored the electrical performance of tellurene field-effect transistors

(FETs) to demonstrate its great potential for logic electronics application. Back-gate
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devices were fabricated on high-k dielectric substrates and source/drain regions were

patterned by electron beam lithography with the channel parallel to the [0001] direc-

tion of tellurene. We chose Pd/Au (50/50 nm) as metal contacts since Pd has rela-

tively high work function that can reduce the contact resistance in p-type transistors.

Long channel devices were first examined (channel length 3 µm) where the contact

resistance is negligible, and the transistor behavior is dominated by intrinsic electri-

cal properties of channel material. Figure 3.1a shows the transfer curve of a typical

7.5-nm-thick 2D Te FET measured at room temperature. The device exhibits p-type

characteristics with slight ambipolar transport behavior due to its narrow bandgap

nature, with large drain current over 300 mA/mm and high on/off ratio on the order

of 105. The p-type behavior originates from the high level of Te valance band edge, as

shown by our first-principles calculations. Meanwhile, the process-tunable thickness

of tellurene allows the modulation of electrical performance in tellurene transistors.

Overall, important metrics of tellurene-based transistors such as on/off ratio, mo-

bility, and on-state current level are superior or comparable to transistors based on

other 2D materials.

We further investigated the thickness dependence of two key metrics of device per-

formance, namely on/off ratios and field-effect mobilities, for more than 50 2D Te long

channel devices with flake thicknesses ranging from over 35 nm down to a monolayer

( 0.5 nm), to elucidate the transport mechanism of 2D Te FETs (Figure 3.1b). The

linear behavior of the output curves in the low Vds region suggests that the contact

resistance is low which ensures the soundness of the field-effect mobility extraction

from the slope of the linear region of the transfer curves. The field-effect mobilities

of 2D Te transistors peak with ∼700 cm2/Vs at room temperature at around 16 nm

thickness and decreases gradually with further increase of the thickness. A bench-

mark comparison with black phosphorus, which is also a narrow bandgap p-type 2D

material, shows that solution-synthesized 2D Te has ∼2-3 times higher mobility than

black phosphorus when the same device structure, geometry, and mobility extraction

method are adopted. This thickness-dependence is similar to other layered mate-
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Fig. 3.1. P-type tellurene device performance.(a) transfer curve of
a typical long channel tellurene transistors with flake thickness of
7.5 nm. (b) Thickness-dependent on/off ratio (orange triangles) and
field-effect mobility (gray circles) for 2D Te transistors. The non-
monotonic dependence of mobility on thickness can be fitted using
Thomas-Fermi screening model. (c) Air-stability of the same device
measured over 2 months.

rials that experience screening and interlayer coupling. The field-effect mobility is

also affected by the contribution of the carriers from layers near the semiconductor-

oxide interface. Thinner samples are more susceptible to the charge impurities at

the interface and surface scattering, which explains the decrease in the mobility of
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the few-layer tellurene transistors. We expect to be able to improve the mobility of

tellurene through approaches such as improving interface quality with high-k dielec-

tric92 or h-BN encapsulation to reduce the substrate phonon scattering and charge

impurity. For bi-layered tellurene transistors, external field-effect mobility is dropped

to ∼1 cm2/Vs. This is due to bandgap increasing in few-layer tellurene to form much

higher Schottky barrier, which may introduce large deviation in extracting mobil-

ity due to the drastically increased contact resistance. Because of the reduced gate

electrostatic control in thicker flakes, the thickness-dependent on/off ratios steeply

decrease from 106 to less than 10 once the crystal thickness approaches the maximum

depletion width of the films, with a trend similar to other reported narrow bandgap

depletion-mode 2D FETs.

Great air-stability was also demonstrated in tellurene transistors with different

flake thickness. Electrical performance of a 15-nm-thick transistor was monitored

after being exposed in air for two months without any encapsulation, as shown in

Figure 3.1c. No significant degradation was observed in the same device during two-

month period, except slight threshold voltage shift probably coming from sequential

measurement variation. We further demonstrated that such good air-stability is valid

for almost the entire thickness range from thick flakes down to 3 nm. For even thinner

flakes, the thin films are no longer conducting after first couple of days.

3.2 Anisotropic Electrical Transport

The in-plane anisotropic electrical transport properties were also studied at room

temperature. To minimize flake-to-flake variation and geometric non-ideality, we

applied dry-etching method to trim two identical rectangles from the same 2D Te

flake. One of the rectangles was aligned along the 1D atomic chain [0001] direction and

the other along [12 10] direction (Figure 3.2a). To evaluate the transport anisotropy,

long channel FETs (channel length 8 m) were fabricated to minimize contact influence

and manifest the intrinsic material properties. The extracted field-effect mobilities
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Fig. 3.2. Electrical anisotropy of tellurene. (a) Optical image of a
typical device for anisotropic transport measurement. The scale bar
is 10 m. (b) Anisotropic mobility measurements along [0001] and
[1210] directions. (c) Transfer and (d) output curves of a typical set
of devices.

along these two primary directions from seven 2D Te samples exhibit an average

anisotropic mobility ratio of 1.430.10 (Figure 3.2b). A typical set of results measured

from a 22-nm-thick sample is shown in Figure 3.2c and 3.2d. This anisotropic ratio in

mobility is slightly lower than that reported for bulk tellurium [74], possibly due to the

enhanced surface scattering in our ultrathin Te samples. First-principle calculations

also show that unusually strong inter-chain coupling in Te [56] is also responsible for

the relatively lower electrical anisotropy than one would intuitively expect.
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3.3 Device Scaling and Record-high Drain Current

Fig. 3.3. (a) Output curve and (b) transfer curve of a typical long
channel tellurene transistors with flake thickness of 7.5 nm. (c) Out-
put curve and (d) transfer curve of a 11.1-nm-thick tellurene transistor
with channel length 300 nm.

More strikingly, by scaling down the channel length and integrating with our

ALD-grown high-k dielectrics, we achieved record high drive current of over 1 A/mm

at relatively low Vds=1.4 V. Figure 3.3c and 3.3d represent I-V curves of a short

channel device with channel length of 300 nm fabricated on an 11-nm-thick Te flake.

Similarly, Figure 3.3a and 3.3b represent I-V curves of a typical long channel device

with channel length of 3 m for comparison. The on/off ratio of the short channel device

at small drain bias (Vds=-0.05 V) is over 103, which is still a decent value, considering

its narrow bandgap of 0.4 eV. The off-state performance is slightly deteriorated at

large drain voltage (Vds=-1 V, pink circles in Figure 3.3d) due to the short channel

effect. Large drain voltage reduces the barrier height for electron branch and electron
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current is unhindered, which is also reflected in the upswing of drain current at large

Vds in output curve (Figure 3.3c). Such effect is common in narrow-bandgap short

channel devices and can be mediated through proper contact engineering. Figure

3.4b shows the relationship between two transistor key parameters, on/off ratio and

maximum drain current, of over 30 devices with different channel thickness. Generally

speaking, a short channel device with flake thickness around 7-8 nm offers the best

performance with on/off ratio 104 and maximum drain current over 600 mA/mm. It

is also worth mentioning that the maximum drain current we achieved is 1.06 A/mm,

with several devices exceeding 1 A/mm, which is so far the highest value among all

the two dimensional material transistors to our best knowledge. This number is also

comparable to that of conventional semiconductor devices.

Fig. 3.4. Designing rules for on/off ratio and drive current trade
off. (a) Thickness dependence of on/off ratio for both long channel
devices and short channel devices. (b) Trade-off between on/off ratio
and maximum drain current measured in over 30 device with same
geometry and dimension as in Figure 3.3c.

3.4 Contact Engineering for PMOS

In order to optimize the device performance, high quality metal-to-semiconductor

contacts is very crucial. In general it is difficult to make direct contact from metal
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to semiconductor due to the existence of Schottky barrier. And the Schottky bar-

rier height can barely be tuned by simply changing different types of metal with

direct work functions, which is referred to as Fermi level pinning effect. It is widely

acknowledged that the Fermi level pinning effect is less severe in 2D vdW semiconduc-

tors than in traditional bulk 3D semiconductors thanks to their dangling bond-free

crystal facet. It is reported that the pinning factor in 2D material can reach near

unity using transferred contact technique [75]. The first strategy is to use high work

function metal, for instance palladium (work function 5.2 eV), to accommodate its

p-type hole transport by reducing Schottky barrier height. The contact resistance is

extracted from transmission line method (TLM). Multiple transistors with different

channel length ranging from 200 nm to 3 µm were fabricated and total resistance were

measured at small drain voltage -50 mV under different gate bias. Different types

of metal were deposited on the same flake to rule out the flake to flake variation.

We found that the high work function metal Pd has the best contact performance

compared to other types of metal contacts, as shown in Figure 3.5. More importantly,

we found that the Pd-Te interface actually formed accumulation-type contacts with-

out Schottky barrier which is very rare, especially in p-type semiconductors. We

will continue the discussion of accumulation contact in next chapter where we used

photocurrent mapping to visualize the band bending.

We here also propose a surface treatment process to further reduce the contact

resistance. Oxygen/argon plasma etching was used to clean the flake surface by

removing the PVP residue and the native oxide layer on tellurium after source and

drain windows are opened. The controlled trials were performed onto the same flake

to rule out flake-to-flake variation and thickness influence. By linear extrapolating

total resistance versus channel length curve (Figure 3.6), we find that the on-state

contact resistance has been effectively reduced by 20% after plasma cleaning. The

contact resistance at on-state (Vg= -100V) can be as low as 0.46 Ω·mm with plasma

etching and using high work function Pd contact, which is among the lowest contact

resistance we can achieve in all 2D material transistors.
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Fig. 3.5. Contact resistance with different metals. (a) Extracting con-
tact resistance of different metal types with transmission line method
(TLM). High work function metal Pd forms better contacts. (b) Con-
tact resistance under different gate bias.

Fig. 3.6. Contact resistance improvement with argon bombardment
treatment. (a) Transfer length method to calculate contact resistance
w/ and w/o plasma cleaning. (b) Contact resistance measured at
different gate bias. With argon bombardment treatment, the contact
resistance was reduced to 0.46 mm which is the lowest among all 2D
materials.

3.5 Self-aligned Top Gate Devices

In this part we will present a simple and novel method to fabricate self-aligned

top gate device on tellurene. Unlike previous similar process of self-aligned top-gate
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device on MoS2 which requires self-oxidation of aluminum and an additional step of

deposition [76], we found that by simply depositing aluminum onto tellurene once

and without further process, a thin insulating layer of aluminum oxide is already

formed automatically in between and therefore a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)

structure is instantly obtained. Since aluminum electrode is deposited in a high

vacuum physical vapor deposition (PVD) chamber with pressure lower than 10−7

Torr, we can rule out the possibility of aluminum being oxidized during deposition.

Although the mechanism is not fully understood, the discovery does provide us a one-

step process to simultaneously form top gate metal and oxide MOS stack to simplify

the overall fabrication process. The simplified self-aligned gate process (although not

the same concept as in conventional CMOS process) also has great scaling potential

in the sense that the lithography steps are reduced and the overlay accuracy can be

increased.

To microscopically investigate the MOS stack structure, a cross-sectional trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) image was taken at the gate area. As shown in

Figure 3.6a, a 5 nm thick amorphous layer was formed between Te and Al layers.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS) elemental mapping results (shown in

Figure 3.6b-d) reveal the presence of oxygen atoms in the amorphous layer. EDS line

scan (Figure 3.6e and 3.6f) shows that oxygen atoms only exist at the interface of Te

and Al, and its peak is overlapped with Al line, confirming the formation of aluminum

oxide layer. We also found that the oxide layer thickness is also independent on flake

thickness.

We then fabricated dual-gate tellurene transistors based on self-aligned top gate

process. Figure 3.14a shows the schematics of a dual-gate device. The back is heavily

doped silicon substrate capped with 300 nm SiO2, and the top gate is 300 nm wide

self-aligned aluminum electrode, with gate to S/D spacing 100 nm. The transfer

curves of both top gate and back gate are plotted in the same figure for comparison.

As shown in Figure 3.7b, both gates can modulate the device with similar on/off

ratio, but by sweeping back gate we can drive three times higher drain current, and
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Fig. 3.7. Cross-sectional TEM and XDS analysis of self-aligned top
gate device. (a) High resolution annular bright field (ABF) cross-
section image of self-aligned top gate. (b) EDS mapping of tellurium,
oxygen and aluminum atoms distribution; (c) high resolution TEM
image of the gate area cross section; (d) EDS line scan of Te, O and
Al atoms.

strong ambipolar behavior is also observed. This is because back gate can universally

modulate the device including the contact regions by changing the carrier density

under source/drain contact and therefore the contact resistance is reduced at on-

state (negative bias). Whereas the top gate can only control the region under the gate

which means the spacing between gate and S/D as well as the contacts are equivalent

to two large resistance in series with the channel. These two spacing regions are also
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responsible for suppressing the ambipolar behavior since there are almost no electrons

without the gate tuning.

Fig. 3.8. Self-aligned dual gate tellurene transistors. (a) Schematic
image of a self-aligned dual gate device. In the real device gate length
is 300 nm and the spacing between top gate and source/drain contact
is 100nm. The substrate is heavily doped Si wafer with 300 nm SiO2

capping layer which can be used as back gate and dielectric. (b)
Transfer curves of the dual gate device. Red curve is obtained by
sweeping the top gate from -2V to 2V and the blue curve is obtained
by sweeping back gate from -100V to 100 V. The drain voltage is
biased at -100 mV for both curves.

We can also use this dual gate structure to engineer the device performance and

change the carrier density or even carrier polarity. Figure 3.8a shows that when top

gate is utilized to electrostatically dope the channel, the transfer curve of back gate is

shifted significantly and ambipolar characteristic is also enhanced at positive top gate

bias because of increased electron density from top gate doping. Threshold voltage

(Vth) was extracted by extrapolating the linear region of the transfer curve and almost

a linear Vth shift was observed for both n-type and p-type because of the different

doping level from the top gate (see Figure 3.8b). Likewise, we can also tune the top

gate device performance by stepping the back gate as shown in Figure 3.8c. In this

case we can flip the polarity of the transistor from p-type (with negative back gate

bias) to n-type (with positive back gate bias). The combined dual-gate modulation

of drain current was plotted in color map as illustrated in Figure 3.8d. The upper
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Fig. 3.9. Dual gate tellurene device with different operation modes.
(a) Back gate transfer curves sweeping from -100 to 100 V with top
gate with the top gate stepping from -4 V to 4 V. (b) Back gate
threshold voltage shift depending on the top gate doping level. (c)
Top gate transfer curves sweeping from -4 V to 4 V with the back gate
stepping from -100 to 100 V. The device underwent a transition from
p-type to n-type due to the electrostatic doping. (c) Color mapping
of drain current (log scale) with different top gate and back gate. The
drain current is measured at -100 mV drain voltage. The upper right
corner is corresponding to positive bias for both top and back gate
where the device is operated at n-type region whereas the lower left
corner is p-type region with both gates negatively biased.

right corner represents the scenario of both back gate and top gate being positively

biased and electron current is maximized whereas the lower left corner stands for the

hole dominated case with both negative bias for dual-gates.
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3.6 Te Nanowire Transistors

Finally in this section we will briefly cover the efforts of fabricating Te nanowire

(NW) transistors. As a byproduct of tellurene liquid-phase growth, a certain amount

of Te nanowires can be also obtained simultaneously. We also measured the electrical

performance of these filaments as well. Te NWs were synthesized and transferred

onto SiO2/Si substrate with the same technique as tellurene. Ni/Au contacts were

deposited and Figure 3.9 shows a typical Te-NW transistor electrical performance

with 1 m channel length and 14 nm diameter. The on/off ratio reaches near 105 and

the maximum current approaches 10 µA. If we treat the device as a planar transistor

and normalize the current with the diameter, we can obtain a drive current over 0.71

A/mm. The hysteresis and noise are quite large for Te NW devices though, probably

due to the large surface-to-volume ratio where interface traps plays a larger role in the

device performance. This problem can be mediated with proper surface passivation.

Fig. 3.10. Electrical performance of Te-NW transistors. (a) Transfer
curves and (b) output curves of a typical Te-NW transistor with 1 µm
channel length and 14 nm nanowire diameter.

We also extracted field-effect mobility from the slope of transfer curve linear region

(at Vds=-0.1V) as shown in Figure 3.10. The transconductance shows a peak as

a typical transistors and the peak field-effect mobility reads about 2,000 and 900
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cm2/Vs for forward and backward sweep direction. The charging and discharging of

interface traps can cause overestimation/underestimation of field-effect mobility in

forward/reverse sweep directions, and we can anticipate a real field effect mobility

somewhere in between these two values. It is quite surprising that the NW device

actually has slightly higher mobility than 2D films, and one possible explanation is

that Te-NW is volume-inversion type device where the carriers are pushed to the

center of the NW and reduce the surface scattering. Similar effects has been observed

in III-V nanowires as well [77].

Fig. 3.11. Extraction of Field-effect mobility of Te-NW transistors.
(a) Transfer curves plotted in a linear scale. (b) Transconductance and
field-effect mobility measured in forward and reverse sweep directions.

Finally we systematically studied the transistor performance as a function of NW

diameters (see Figure 3.11). We investigated over 30 NWs with diameters ranging

from 5 nm up to 40 nm. The transistors with NW diameter below 5 nm are not

measureable due to the degradation of overwhelming defects. For NWs thicker than 5

nm, the on-current increase monotonically with the diameter. Similar to 2D trasistors,

the thinner NWs also has larger on/off ratio due to better gate electrostatic control.

We normalized the on-current with the crosssection area of NW and found an average

saturation ampacity of 2.6 MA/cm2.
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3.7 Summary

Since the emergence of MoS2, 2D materials, especially semiconductors, has been

considered the saver for Moores Law as a successor of silicon. However, after over

a decade of intensive study, the 2D material based transistors still seems to be the

star of university labs and far away for commercialization. Many technical challenges

need to be addressed for different 2D materials. We introduce 2D Te, a new 2D

material system to the community, as a promising candidate for building transistors

and circuits.

Tellurene has a lot of unique properties that gives it an edge over other layered

materials for electronics application. For example, it has the highest hole mobility

among all p-type 2D materials, and Ohmic contacts are relatively easy to realize.

It also shows great air-stability, and the lateral size of liquid grown tellurene films

are also much larger than other exfoliated 2D materials. Due to the unintentional

doping, Te and tellurene naturally exhibit p-type transport behavior, thus in this

Fig. 3.12. Statistic study of Te-NW transistor performance as a func-
tion of diameters. (a) The on-state current and on/off ratio extracted
from NWs ranging from 5 nm to 40 nm. (b) The saturation cur-
rent normalized with diameter (left axis) and area (right axis). The
average saturation ampacity is 2.6 MA/cm2.
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chapter we only focused on demonstrating the extraordinary electrical performance

of p-type transistors. Our major achievements are:

Tellurene transistors were systematically investigated with different channel length

and thickness;

High hole mobility (700 cm2/Vs), large on-state current (over 1 A/mm), and large

on/off ratio (106) were achieved;

Device performance were further improved through scaling and contact engineer-

ing;

The top gate devices were also fabricated with outstanding performance among

all 2D material top-gated device;

A self-aligned top gate fabrication technique with great scaling potential.

Nonetheless, this is still the primitive exploration of tellurene electronics and just

like other materials, further efforts need to be made to realize the full potential of this

material system. For example, we are still struggling with the transistor performance

of films thinner than 3 nm. And to implement CMOS logic circuits, an effective

doping scheme is needed in order to achieve NMOS device, which will be discussed

in the next chapter.
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4. TOWARDS TELLURENE-BASED CMOS AND

BEYOND

The modern digital logic circuits relies heavily on the advance of Si CMOS technology,

which has the advantage of high fidelity, high reliability and low standby power.

However, to construct CMOS circuits with both NMOS and PMOS devices with

almost symmetric operation, a controllable doping technique is essential. For silicon,

sophisticated doping technique, mainly implantation and diffusion, has been well-

developed in the last several decades. However, for the rising 2D materials, the doping

method is always an obstacle to preventing 2D transistors from being commercialized.

Most materials, like MoS2 and black phosphorus, shows superb electrical performance

in one species of carriers yet can hardly be tuned into the other polarity due to the

intrinsic doping. Some other materials like ReSe2 has a Fermi level close to the middle

of the band gap and thus both p-type and n-type branches suffer from large Schottky

contacts. Here in this chapter, we will introduce a very effective doping method to

achieve n-type Te transistors. Te NMOS shows almost symmetric performance as

PMOS and prototypical CMOS devices were demonstrated. Also in this chapter, we

will extend the functionality tellurene a little bit further and discuss its applications

beyond CMOS.

4.1 N-type Transistors Enabled by ALD Doping

In the previous session, we have demonstrated that Te is capable of making p-type

transistors. However, like most of other 2D materials, the lack of doping techniques

[78,79] to obtain its counterpart n-FETs is a major roadblock against the realization

of Te CMOS or steep-slope devices such as tunneling FETs. In this session, for the

first time, we demonstrated Te n-FETs enabled by atomic layer deposited (ALD)
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dielectric doping technique with large drive current (200 mA/mm) and reasonable

on/off ratio (∼ 103). The n-FETs show almost symmetric operation as p-FETs and

comparable field-effect mobility of 612 cm2/Vs. Using low work function metal, the

on-state contact resistance is reduced to 4.3 kΩ ·µm. The impacts of oxide layer type

and thickness on doping effect are also systematically studied.

We first fabricated Te back gated transistors with the same method as in session

4.1. We found that an ALD-grown thin oxide capping layer on Te transistors can

effectively dope the channel to n-type and change the device polarity into n-type.

In the right panels of Figure 4.1a and 4.1b, the transfer and output curves of a

typical Te n-FET device with 10 nm HfO2 capping layer are presented. The device

shows n-type dominated transport behavior, with slightly ambipolar tail due to its

narrow bandgap nature. The on-state current of the n-FET reaches 200 mA/mm

with a decent on/off ratio over 103. The intrinsic field-effect mobility in n-FETs

(612 cm2/Vs) is comparable to that in p-FETs (817 cm2/Vs). More importantly,

the operations of p-FET and n-FET devices are almost symmetric, indicating great

potential for future CMOS applications. Here we shall mention that we chose low

work function metal Ti for n-FET contact metal. However, at small Vds region,

the n-FET still exhibits slight non-linear behavior, an indication of Schottky-type

contacts. With transmission line model (TLM) method, we can extract a reasonable

contact resistance value of 4.3 kΩ · µm, but still much higher than that in p-FET

(0.46 kΩ · µm).

The mechanism of ALD doping effect is so far still elusive. One plausible expla-

nation is the fixed charges from the remnant carbon atoms in ALD metal-organic

precursors. Similar doping effect has also been observed in ALD dielectric on black

phosphorus [80]. We systematically investigated the impact of different types of ALD

oxides and oxide layer thicknesses on doping effect. The voltage at which the current

minima occur in transfer curves is used as a gauge of doping levels, corresponding

to the scenario where the Fermi level is at charge neutral level of the bandgap. We

found that the doping effect becomes stronger as we increase the oxide thickness as
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we expected (shown in Figure 4.2a). ZrO2 and Al2O3 show slightly stronger n-type

doping effect than HfO2 as demonstrated in Figure 4.2b.

Here with the proposed ALD doping technique, we also demonstrated a simple Te

based CMOS inverter devices. Top gate PMOS transistor was first fabricated with Ni

contacts and capped with 20 nm SiO2. An NMOS device was subsequently fabricated

Fig. 4.1. Electrical characteristics of Te n-FETs and p-FETs. (a)
Transfer and (b) output curves of Te n-FET and p-FET show almost
symmetric operations. (c) Contact resistance of Te n-FET extracted
from transmission line model (TLM) method.

Fig. 4.2. Statistic study of doping effects as a function of oxide layer
thickness and ALD oxide type. (a) The impact of ALD oxide thickness
on doping effects. (b) The impact of different ALD oxide types on
doping effects.
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with ALD doping technique (20 nm HfO2) and connected to the PMOS. Common

top gate was used as input signal. Because the top gate metal of the PMOS device

covers the entire channel region, it will effectively screen out the ALD doping effect,

therefore the PMOS remains undoped after ALD growth. The inverter transfer curves

are shown in Figure 4.3. This is a simple demonstration of feasibility to construct

CMOS circuits with complex functionalities based on Te devices. More work will be

carried out to further explore the potential of Te transistors.

Fig. 4.3. Demonstration of 2D Te-based CMOS inverter device.
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4.2 Enhanced Themoelectric Performance of Tellurium Approaching 2D

Limit

Thermoelectricity emerges as one of the most promising solutions to the energy

crisis we are facing in 21st century. It generates electricity by harvesting thermal

energy which is a sustainable and environmental-friendly route compared to consum-

ing fossil fuels. The efficiency of converting heat to electricity is evaluated by the

key thermoelectrical figure of merit: ZT = S2 σ
κ
T , where S is the Seebeck coefficient

defined as S = ∆V
∆T

, σ and κ are electrical and thermal conductivity and T is the

operating temperature. However the ZT value has not been significantly enhanced

since 1960s [81] and so far the most state-of-the-art materials can merely surpass 1 at

room temperature [82,83]. This is because the parameters in defining ZT, Seebeck co-

efficient, electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity are usually correlated and

by engineering one parameter, generally the other parameters will compensate the

change, which poses a dilemma for drastically improve ZT.

For the past decades enormous efforts have been made to increase thermoelectric

efficiency along two major pathways: either by adopting new high-efficiency ther-

moelectric materials or developing novel thermoelectrical nano-structures [84]. From

material perspective, the paradigm of an excellent thermoelectric material should

be a heavily doped narrow-bandgap semiconductor which shows good conductivity

meanwhile because of the existence of the bandgap, the separation of electrons and

holes can avoid the opposite signs of contribution in Seebeck coefficient. Also, heavy

elements are preferred which provide more efficient phonon scattering centers and

reduce the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, valley engineering is also proposed

recently [85], where higher valley degeneracy can provide multiple carrier conducting

channels without affecting the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity.

Structural-wise, low-dimensional nanostructures are emerging thermoelectric re-

search hot fields. The first advantage of low-dimensional nanostructure is the bound-

aries of the crystal will scatter the phonons more effectively than electrons due to
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the different scattering length of these two species. The disruptive lattice period in

low-dimensional nanostructures can block the acoustic phonon propagating whereas

electrons can be transmitted normally. Therefore the thermal conductivity is the ma-

terial system is reduced without degrading electrical conductivity. Moreover, when

the characteristic length of the nanostructure geometry is small enough to modify the

band structure because of quantum confinement effect, depending on the dimension

of the nano-structures, the profile of density of states (DOS) will evolve into sharp

shapes at band edges, which will significantly boost the Seebeck coefficient, since

Seebeck coefficient is related with how fast DOS changes near the Fermi energy [84].

2D Te is an ideal material system for thermoelectric application which meets al-

most all the aforementioned criteria of a good thermoelectric material. Bulk Te has

been theoretically predicted [40] and experimentally demonstrated [86] to be a good

elemental thermoelectric material because it is an intrinsically p-type doped narrow

band gap semiconductor with good electrical conductivity. On the other hand Te

is the heaviest non-radioactive nonmetal element (excluding noble gases), therefore

it has very low thermal conductivity due to the heavy atom mass and low acous-

tic phonon frequency, which also contributes to higher thermoelectrical efficiency.

Recently, with more comprehensive band structure of Te being revealed, it has been

revisited for new generation thermoelectric application recently due to its strong spin-

orbit coupling which leads to a band splitting and quadruple band degeneracy near

the edge of valence band [87].

In order to directly measure the Seebeck coefficient and conductivity, micro-

thermoelectric measurement system was designed (optical image shown in Figure

4.4a), similar to the measurement setup for other low-dimensional materials such

as graphene [88], MoS2 [89] and SnS2 [90]. Four-terminal micro-thermometers are

placed at two ends of a Te flake to measure the local temperature. The filament of

the thermometers was made of 100-nm-thick platinum (Pt) nano-strip because Pt

shows good linearity of temperature versus resistance curve at the room temperature

region. 10 nm Ti was deposited underneath Pt for better adhesion. A microheater
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was fabricated near one side of the flake to generate temperature gradient. The mi-

croheater was intentionally made much longer (200 m) than the spacing and the flake

size so that 1D thermal transport approximation is applicable. Two additional con-

tacts were placed for measuring the resistivity of Te with four-terminal configuration.

By applying certain voltage onto the microheater, the heating power was added to

the system. The voltage drop was measured across the flake with a Keithley 2182A

nanovoltmeter using pin x and pin x after sufficiently long time of waiting until the

system reaches equilibrium. The resistance of the thermometer was also measured

with four-terminal configuration with the Delta mode of synchronized Keithley 6221

current source and Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter and was converted into local tem-

perature using temperature vs. resistance curve. We observed monotonic increase of

the voltage drop and the temperature increase as we increase the input power (Figure

4.4b), and the temperature rise at thermometer 1 is slightly higher compared to ther-

mometer 2 since it is closer to the heat source. The voltage drop is plotted against

the temperature gradient across the flake (see Figure 4.4c) with a linear trend from

whose slope we can extract the Seebeck coefficient to be 413 µV/K. Furthermore, the

conductivity of the same flake can also be measured with four-terminal configuration,

and without the heating source, assuming that the temperature rise caused by the

heater is negligible compared to room temperature and the conductivity is invariant

with or without the heater. The measured Seebeck coefficient and conductivity gives

a high value of Power factor 31.7 µW/cm ·K2.

The thermal conductivity along the 1D chain direction of a 35-nm-thick Te film

is measured using the micro-Raman spectroscopy technique35 on the suspended 2D

Te film (Figure 4.5). The micro-Raman method uses the calibrated temperature-

dependent Raman shift as a micro thermometer (Figure 4.5a). The laser focal line

heats up the suspended tellurium film, measures temperature using the induced Ra-

man scattering at the same time. Comparing to the numerical model (Figure 4.5b),

the thermal conductivity is extracted to be about 1.50 W/m·K. This thermal con-

ductivity value is lower than that of bulk Te around 3 W/m·K, which is reasonable
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considering phonon scattering at the surfaces reduces thermal conductivity of thin

films. Based on the measured thermal conductivity of Te films, we can derive a room

temperature ZT value of 0.63, a significant boost from the ZT value reported in bulk

Te (0.2∼0.3).

Fig. 4.4. Seebeck coefficient measurement of 2D Te. (a) Optical image
of a device to measure Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and
power factor. (b)The temperature rise and the thermoelectric induced
voltage gradient measured under different microheater output power.
(c) Extraction of Seebeck coefficient.

Fig. 4.5. Measurement of in-plane thermal conductivity using micro-
Raman thermometry. (a) Calibrated Raman spectrum (A1 mode)
v.s. temperature as the micro-thermometry. Inset: optical image of
the Te thin-film, scale bar 30 µm. (b) Numerical modeling result
of temperature rise per absorbed laser power. Dashed lines indicate
the in-plane thermal conductivity of 1.50 W/m·K, corresponding to
the measurement temperature rise per absorbed laser power of 0.503
K/µW.
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4.3 Photo-current Mapping and Accumulation-type Contacts

To exploit the advantage of thermoelectric effect in nanostructures, we not only

need an excellent thermoelectric material to convert the thermal energy into elec-

tricity, but also well-engineered devices to efficiently collect the electricity, especially

in nanoscale devices. One of the fundamental challenges of semiconductor device

is the Schottky contact, which is usually formed on metal-semiconductor interface

with large contact resistance and reduces the device efficiency and consume addi-

tional power. In the next section we will discuss how different kinds of metal contacts

will affect the efficiency of harvesting thermoelectric power and use the laser induced

thermoelectrical (LITE) current mapping technique to visualize the depletion-mode,

neutral-mode and accumulation-mode contacts as well as the thermoelectric current

distribution across the 2D Te devices.

A He-Ne laser with wavelength of 633 nm was used to locally heat the flake and

create a temperature gradient. The short-circuit thermoelectric current was moni-

tored by connecting a source meter to the two metal contacts and by moving the

sample stage we can spatially map the photo-thermoelectric current as shown in Fig-

ure 4.6a and 4.6b. The laser beam size was focused to 1 µm through a confocal

microscope. When the laser shines on the left side of the flake, the local temperature

of the left will be higher than right. Therefore the carrier concentration of the left end

will also be higher which creates the density gradient and diffusion current will flow

from the left to the right, as seen in Figure 4.5b. Similarly when the laser spot moves

to the right, the thermoelectric current will flip the sign. Also it is worth to mention

that we achieved over 3 µA thermoelectric current under 3 mW laser power, which is

at least orders higher (Normalized with laser power) than other reported 2D thin film

devices such as SnS2 [90] and MoS2 [89] with similar photo-thermoelectric measure-

ment. For fair comparison, we conducted the same experiment on black phosphorus

which share many similar properties with Te including bandgap, room temperature
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mobility, conductivity, and carrier polarity. It turns out the thermoelectric current

of black phosphorus device is still two orders lower than that of Te.

Fig. 4.6. Measurement of in-plane thermal conductivity using micro-
Raman thermometry. (a) Calibrated Raman spectrum (A1 mode)
v.s. temperature as the micro-thermometry. Inset: optical image of
the Te thin-film, scale bar 30 µm. (b) Numerical modeling result
of temperature rise per absorbed laser power. Dashed lines indicate
the in-plane thermal conductivity of 1.50 W/m·K, corresponding to
the measurement temperature rise per absorbed laser power of 0.503
K/µW.

One major concerns of this photo-thermoelectric measurement is that besides

the thermoelectric effect, there will also be photovoltaic effect mixing into the total

current. The photovoltaic effect occurs when the laser spot moves to the metal-

to-semiconductor interface where the misalignment of the metal work function and

semiconductor Fermi level causes a build-in potential. This potential will induce a

band bending where the photo-generated electron and hole pairs can be collected by
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this electrical field. Noted that, in a symmetric device structure as in Figure 4.6c, the

electrical field at two contacts will be in the opposite direction, and the photovoltaic

current mapping profiles show some resemblance to the thermoelectrical current. One

needs to carefully treat this issue and isolate these two components. One easy way

is to spatially separate them as discussed by M. Lee et al. in SnS2 [90] device. The

band-bending region, characterized as depletion width which is determined by carrier

concentration, is usually less than 100 nm. Hence the photovoltaic current should

be confined within the narrow region of metal-semiconductor interface, whereas the

thermoelectric current should be observed on the entire flake with a gradual change

from positive to negative value. We can use this difference to spatially separate these

two components.

Here we also changed metals with different work function to visualize the im-

pact of contact metals on photovoltaic effect. There are in general three types of

metal-semiconductor contacts: accumulation, neutral and depletion, depending on

the alignment of metal work function and semiconductor Fermi level, as shown in

Figure 4.7a, 4.7d and 4.7g. In principle by changing the metal work function we

should be able to achieve all three types of contacts on the same semiconductor.

However, the contact shape is difficult to alter experimentally in most of traditional

3D semiconductors such as Si, Ge and GaAs due to the Fermi Level pinning effect.

For instance, in p-Si the contact is always pinned somewhere near 1/3 of the bandgap

below conduction band to form a depletion contact no matter what metal contact is

used. It is believed that the dangling bonds at semiconductor interface will introduce

high density of mid-bandgap defect states that should be preferentially filled when

the metal encounters the semiconductor. Therefore, it is difficult to form an accumu-

lation contact (especially in p-type semiconductors) which is preferred contact type to

form good Ohmic contacts. In 2D material scenario, the Fermi pinning effect will be

eliminated or mitigated due to its bond-free surface. Here we adopted three different

metals: Pd (work function = 5.4 eV), Ni (5.0 eV) and Cr (4.5 eV).
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The results of photo-current mapping is shown in Figure 4.7. The Cr-contacted

device shows four distinctive areas with different current origin (see Figure 4.7d): the

middle red and blue area is thermally generated current and the outer zones are the

photovoltaic current generated at the Schottky contacts. According to the polarity of

the photovoltaic current, we can deduce that the band at the semiconductor boundary

is bending downwards to form a depletion-type contact, which is the most common

case.

Fig. 4.7. Photo-thermoelectric measurement with different contact
metals.(a)-(c) Band diagram and current flowing direction in Cr-, Ni-
and Pd-contacted Te devices. (b)-(f) Photocurrent mapping of Cr-
, Ni- and Pd-contacted Te devices.(g)-(i) Photocurrent distribution
measured along a line cut parallel to the device orientation.

In contrast, the Ni-contacted device only have two distinctive thermoelectric cur-

rent area (Figure 4.7b and 4.7e), indicating there is almost no band bending within
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our instrument detecting range at the contact region (Figure 4.7h). This corresponds

to the flat band situation which is represented in Figure 4.7b. As we adopting higher

work function metal Pd, we noticed that the polarity of photovoltaic current has

inverted compared to Cr-contacted device (Figure 4.7f and Figure 4.7i), indicating

an accumulation-type contact is formed. This suggests Ni and Pd can form ideal

metal-to-semiconductor contacts with essentially no Schottky barrier, which explains

why we can achieve the record low contact resistance in 2D Te transistors with Pd

contacts. The only contribution of the contact resistance comes from the thermionic

emission which should be quite low considering the fact that the Fermi level of Te

is very close to the valence band maxima. It is worth mentioning that such accu-

mulation type contacts are very rare cases, especially in p-type semiconductors. The

tunable contact band bending is owning to the de-pinning effect from vdW interface.

We also noticed that the thermoelectric current is 3 times larger in Pd- and Ni- con-

tacted devices compared to Cr-contacted device, indicating that high quality contacts

are necessary to collect thermally generated carriers and harvest the thermoelectric

energy more efficiently.

4.4 Summary

This chapter offers an important route of converting p-type tellurene films into its

n-type counterparts, which outruns tellurene over many of its other 2D competitors

that are struggling achieving CMOS devices due to lacking of doping scheme. Proto-

typical CMOS inverter was also demonstrated, which shows the feasibility of building

CMOS logic circuits based on 2D tellurene.

Looking beyond electronics, we have also investigated the thermoelectric perfor-

mance of Te when approaching 2D limit. Tellurium and telluride compounds have

been long considered as good thermoelectric materials due to the heavy atoms of Te

which induces strong phonon scattering. Due to the discrepancy between the electron

and phonon mean free path, we managed to decouple the thermal conductivity and
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electrical conductivity by reducing the film thickness and increase more phonon scat-

tering without degrading electrical conductivity. A record high room temperature ZT

value of 0.62 was achieved among all single element materials.

We showed in the chapter that the physical properties of tellurium can be tuned by

confining the carriers into 2D limit. Meanwhile the ALD dielectric doping technique

also grants us the access to the conduction band for the first time. In the next chapter,

we will take advantage of these achievements and study the magneto-transport of both

2D electron gas and 2D hole gas in tellurene system.
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5. QUANTUM TRANSPORT IN TELLURENE

Magneto-transport is a common method to manifest the electron behavior and reveal

band information of the material system. Under low magnetic field, weak localization

(WL)/antilocalization (WAL) effect can be observed as a peak/dip in the resistivity of

the sample at zero field. This behavior is related to the wave function interference of

electrons circling around a disorder in two opposite directions. In a normal metal the

interference gives the destructive term which localizes the electrons near the disorder

and this term can be broken with external magnetic field and experimentally it is

manifested as a resistance peak at B=0. However in material systems with strong

SOC, the interference term picks up a phase and reverses the sign. As a result, these

materials shows a minima in resistivity at zero field. Through the study of WAL, we

can extract the strength of SOC, and estimate the coherence length of the material

system.

Under large magnetic field, the magneto-transport becomes much more interesting

because of the Landau quantization. By solving the Schrodinger equation of 2DEGs

under magnetic field, the eigen energy becomes a set of evenly spaced discrete energy

level which will cross the Landau level as we increase magnetic field. This effect,

referred to as SdH oscillations, is a macroscopic manifestation of quantum transport

and the prelude of quantum Hall effect. With sufficiently high sample quality, high

magnetic field and low temperature, the 2DEG system enters quantum Hall region

where Hall resistance is quantized into integer fraction of h/e2 and the longitudinal

resistance drops to zero due to the dissipationless edge states.

In this chapter we report the comprehensive magneto-transport measurements in

both n-type and n-type tellurene films. For p-type samples, thanks to the stronger

2D quantum confinement imposed by physical limit of 2D films, we observed much

better developed SdH oscillations and signs of quantum Hall states. WAL effect was
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also studied along different axis to show the 1D structure related transport behav-

ior. More surprisingly in n-type samples, we observed well-developed quantum Hall

plateaus and SdH oscillations with eight-fold degeneracy. Topologically non-trivial

Berry phase was detected in the quantum Hall sequence as an indication of Weyl

fermions. A new species of topological states of matter – Weyl semiconductors with

massive Weyl fermions were experimentally confirmed, with Weyl nodes arising from

protected symmetry of chiral crystal instead of conventional band inversion.

5.1 Magneto-transport in p-type Tellurene

5.1.1 Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations and Quantum Hall Effect

Two-dimensional electron gas (2DEGs) is an important subject in condensed-

matter physics for being a host to many exotic and conceptual physical phenomena.

Quantum Hall Effect (QHE), which refers to the effect of the transverse resistance

being quantized into integer fractions of quantity h/e2 in Hall measurement, is such

a phenomenon that can only be observed in high-mobility 2DEGs. Traditionally,

the confinement of electron motions within a two-dimensional plane is realized by

quantum wells formed in inversion channel of silicon metal-oxide-semiconductor field-

effect transistors (MOSFETs) [91] or AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunctions [92]. In the last

decade, the emergence of 2D materials offers an alternative approach to achieving

high mobility 2DEGs in atomically thin layers. 2D materials are formed by an as-

sembly of atomic layers bonded by weak van der Waals forces. The crystal structure

of 2D materials yields a dangling-bond-free surface and consequently the 2D material

systems are less susceptible to mobility degradation with thickness shrinking down

to a few nanometers than bulk materials. QHE has been observed only in a few

high-mobility 2D material systems such as graphene [3,4,93], InSe [94] and encapsu-

lated few-layer phosphorene [95–97] among thousands of predicted 2D materials [45].

Shubnikov-de-Haas (SdH) oscillations were observed in several other 2D materials
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such as WSe2 [98, 99], MoS2 [100–102], ZrTe5 [103], and Bi2O2Se [104]. Here for the

first time, we report pronounced SdH oscillations and QHE in tellurene.

The broken spatial-inversion-symmetry of Te lattice structure gives rise to strong

Rashba-like spin-orbit interaction [42], therefore a camelback-like electronic structure

at the edge of the valence band [40] were predicted by the density functional theory

(DFT) calculations. Weyl nodes were also theoretically predicted [24] and experimen-

tally observed deeply embedded in the valence band of Te [27]. The earliest study

on surface quantum states in bulk Te dates back to the early 1970s by von Klitzing,

et al. [105–107], who later discovered QHE in silicon MOSFETs in 198097. However,

to our best knowledge, the evidence of QHE in Te is so far still missing, and even

the reported quantum oscillations were so weak that it could only be seen in the

second derivative d2Rxx/dB
2 [105, 106]. Since Te has superior mobility compared to

silicon, it is intriguing why quantum phenomena are so weak in Te. We postulate

that this is due to the weak quantization of Te surface states in the wide triangular

potential well. The characteristic width of the surface potential well is proportional

to
√
εs where εs is the permittivity of the semiconductor. The large permittivity of

tellurium (∼30) only induces a relatively small electrical field and wide potential well

in tellurium surface. Therefore, the carriers are not tightly restrained near the surface

to meet the rigid criteria of 2D confinement. In this work, we adopted a different

strategy to impose stronger quantum confinement by employing 2D Te films. To

study quantum transport, flakes with thickness around 8-10 nm are desired because

(1) high crystal quality is still preserved with hole mobility nearly 3,000 cm2/Vs at

liquid Helium temperature; (2) the physical confinement in the out-of-plane direction

is strong enough to impose sufficient 2D confinement. A Hall bar device image is

shown in Figure 5.1a.

Figure 5.1b shows the typical longitudinal resistance (Rxx) and transverse re-

sistance (Rxy) of a 10-nm-thick sample as a function of out-of-plane magnetic field

measured at 300 mK with -85V gate bias. From the slope of Rxy in the small B-

field regime, the sheet carrier density of 8.7× 1012cm−2 (positive slope indicates hole
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Fig. 5.1. SdH and QHE in p-type tellurene. (a) Optical image of Hall-
bar devices along different crystal orientations that were fabricated
from the same flake. Inset: as-grown flakes are usually in rectangular
or trapezoidal shapes where the 1D direction is along the longer edge
of the flake. The scale bar is 50 um. (b) QHE and SdH oscillations
measured from a 10-nm-thick flake.

is dominant carrier type) was extracted from the equation n2D = 1/(eRH), where

RH is the Hall coefficient, with corresponding Hall mobility of 2,640 cm2/Vs derived

from µHall = L
W

1
Rxxn2De

. Well-developed SdH oscillations were observed in longitudi-

nal resistance, and the onset occurs at about 5 Tesla, from which we can estimate

the quantum mobility to be 2,000 cm2/Vs from the criteria of SdH oscillation on-

set: ωcτ > 1 (cyclotron frequency ωc = eB/m∗, is the relaxation time and m∗ is

the hole effective mass in Te films), close to the mobility value obtained from Hall

measurement. At large B-fields the transverse resistance shows a series of quantum

Hall plateaus at the values of integer fraction of resistance quanta h/e2, although the

plateaus are not completely flat due to the broadening effect. The filling factors were

calculated by normalizing Rxy with metrological standard value of h/e2. With the

capacity of our equipment of 18 Tesla magnetic field, the lowest filling factor ν we can

observe is 20. An interval of 4 was found between the filling factors of neighboring

plateaus, indicating a four-fold Landau level degeneracy. The four-fold degeneracy

can be factored into two parts: (1) the spin degeneracy factor gs = 2; and (2) valley
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degeneracy factor gv = 2 originating from H and H’ point in Brillouin zone, similar

to the case in graphene (K and K’ points). Our tellurene samples show much better-

resolved SdH oscillations than previously works on surface states of bulk Te, due to

the high quality of 2D tellurene films and enhanced quantum confinement.

We then applied different gate bias to tune the carrier density and studied the

gate-dependence of oscillation frequencies. The oscillation amplitudes were extracted

by subtracting a smooth background from original data of Rxx and were plotted

versus 1/B in Figure 5.2a. Strong oscillations with constant frequency ∆(1/B) are

well-developed with a negative gate bias over -40 V. However, at lower (absolute

value of) gate bias, no pronounced oscillations can be observed, because of the lower

mobility at subthreshold regime where the carrier concentration is low. It indicates

the impurity scattering is still dominant like most of the 2D materials and there is

still large room to enhance transport properties through methods such as hexagonal

boron nitride (h-BN) capping. Landau fan diagram was constructed by plotting

the value of 1/B where the Vth minimum of Rxx occurs against its corresponding

filling factor as a common practice. Landau index n is related to the filling factor ν

through the equation: ν = gsgv(n), where gs and gv are spin and valley degeneracy

of two respectively. All the data points fall onto a line that can be extrapolated

towards zero intercept (fitting error within ± 0.2), indicating the standard phase

of oscillations. The oscillation frequency BF are derived from slope of the Landau

fan diagram in Figure 5.2b, from which 2D carrier density ns can be estimated by

substituting the frequency into the equation of frequency-density relationship: ns =

(gsgveBF )/h. We also compared the oscillation carrier density (blue spheres) and

Hall density (red pentagrams) in Figure 5.2c. The orange dash line is calculated from

the gate capacitance model n2D = 1/eCg(Vg − Vth). The Hall densities, oscillation

densities and densities calculated from capacitance model match quite well within a

reasonable margin.

To better understand the two-dimensionality of Fermi surface in tellurene, we

carried out angle-resolved SdH oscillation measurements in tilted magnetic fields. The
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Fig. 5.2. Gate-dependence of Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations versus
1/B. (a) The oscillation amplitude under different gate bias. Oscilla-
tions were revolved only when the negative gate bias is large enough.
The amplitudes were extracted by subtracting a smooth back ground
in Rxx. (b) Landau fan diagram under different gate bias. Each data
points represent a minima in oscillation amplitudes. All the lines has
interception near zero, indicating standard phase of oscillations. (c)
Oscillation frequencies as a function of gate bias. The frequencies
were extracted from the slope in (b). (d) Comparison of 2D carrier
density measured from oscillation frequencies (pink sphere), Hall re-
sistance (orange pentagrams) and calculated from capacitance model
(dotted line).

experiment configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.3a. The sample was rotated along

a-axis by angle α, and the corresponding 2D Fermi surface is associated with SdH

oscillation frequency through the equation: BF (α) = hSF (α)/4π2e. The oscillation

amplitudes with different angles were plotted in a color map in Figure 5.3b. A shift
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of oscillation features towards higher magnetic field was captured as the tilted angle

increases. For clarity, the angle-resolved SdH oscillation amplitudes were plotted

against perpendicular magnetic field component B⊥ = B × cos(α) in Figure 5.3c,

where the minima of oscillations occur at the same value. The oscillations are too

vague to be distinguished for α > 35◦, and in 0◦ < α < 32◦ regime, the oscillation

features also diminishes as we increase the angle (see Figure 5.3d, right axis). The

physics origin of the fast damping of oscillation amplitudes in tilted magnetic fields

is under further investigation. By performing fast Fourier transform, we found that

the oscillation frequency BF (α), or the projection of Fermi surface SF (α), is linear

dependent on the factor 1/cos(α), another signature of two dimensionality of cyclotron

motions.

5.1.2 Anomaly in SdH Oscillations and Band Evolution under Magnetic

Field

Finally, we studied the temperature-dependence of SdH oscillations and the evi-

dence of the band structure evolution with large magnetic field originated from the

interplay of Zeeman splitting and spin-orbit coupling. Temperature-dependent SdH

oscillation amplitudes were first investigated as a common practice to extract effective

mass. As seen in Figure 5.4a, the period and the phase of the oscillations are inde-

pendent of temperature, and the amplitudes exhibit a diminishing trend with rising

temperature in general. For temperature higher than 5 K, the amplitudes decrease

monotonically as we expected and can be fitted with the classical Lifshitz-Kosevich

equation:

∆Rxx ∝ (2π2m∗kBT/h̄eB)/sinh(2π2m∗kBT/h̄eB))

The fitted curves are plotted as solid lines in Figure 5.4c, and the effective mass m∗

can be extracted to be ∼ 0.26m0 (here m0 is the free electron mass) correspondingly,

which is very close to our DFT calculation. From the extracted effective mass and

quantum mobility, we can estimate the Landau level broadening on the scale of Γ =
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Fig. 5.3. Angle-dependence of oscillation frequencies. (a) Schematic
configuration for angle-resolved oscillation frequency measurement.
(b) Color map of oscillation amplitude as a function of B field and
tilted angle. A shift towards higher magnetic field was observed at
larger tilted angle. (c) Oscillation amplitudes plotted against perpen-
dicular magnetic field component B×cos(α). (d) Oscillation frequen-
cies shows a linear relationship with 1/cos(α), a signature of 2D Fermi
surface.

h̄e/(µqm
∗) ≈ 25K which is much more dominant than temperature broadening of 300

mK, indicating the limitation of experimental resolution comes from the disorders in

the system. The carrier lifetime τ can also be extracted by combining the thermal

factor as well as the Dingle factor Rxx ∝ RTRD where the Dingle factor RD takes

the form RD = exp(−πm∗/τeB). By reshaping the first equation and taking the

semiology plot, we shall get: ln(Rxx·B·sinhλ(T )) = −(πm∗)/τeB+const.. Therefore,

a linear trend is observed in ln(Rxx ·B · sinhλ(T )) against 1/B plot where the carrier

lifetime of 0.10 ps can be extracted from the slope.
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Fig. 5.4. (a) Temperature-dependence of oscillation amplitudes. The
phase and frequency are invariant of temperature and the oscillation
amplitudes in general show a decaying trend with increasing temper-
ature following Lifshitz-Kosevich equation. (b) Zoomed-in features
of two dash boxes in (a). (c) Extracted oscillation peak amplitudes
under different magnetic field as a function of temperature. Under
large magnetic field, the low-temperature data points deviated from
fitting curves, which was also captured in (b). Inset: the effective
cyclotron mass was extracted to be 0.26 m0. (d) and (e): the camel-
back shape of valence band maxima vicinity w/o and w external B
field. The time-reversal-symmetry was broken by magnetic field. (f)
A cross-section of valence band edge cut along kz direction.

carefully examining the amplitude at each oscillation peak (zoomed in features are

plotted in Figure 5.4b), we found that at temperature lower than 5 K the data points

do not coincide with fitted curves, as shown in Figure 5.4b and 5.4c, and the dis-

crepancy is more significant at larger B field. The deviation of oscillation amplitudes

is abnormal, suggesting the average effective mass is heavier under the conditions of

large magnetic fields and low temperatures. This can be tentatively explained by the

band structure reshaping with the existence of external magnetic field. An insightful

picture of the band structure evolution is given by DFT calculations under magnetic

field perpendicular to the helical axis, with spin-orbit coupling taken into considera-
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tion, as shown in Figure 5.4d-e. The broken spatial-inversion-symmetry of Te crystal

introduces Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which causes a lateral shift of spin-

up and spin-down subbands in different directions along kz axis in band dispersion

diagram and forms a camelback structure as shown in Figure 5.4d. With the presence

of external B field, the degenerate energy levels for spin-up and spin-down states will

also be lifted by Zeeman splitting energy: Ez = gµBB, where g is the g-factor and µB

is the Bohr magneton. The interplay of SOC and Zeeman splitting introduces band

evolution as shown in Figure 5.4e. If we take a cross-section of band dispersion along

the camelback direction (kz direction), we can clearly see that the two degenerate val-

leys will be split into one heavy hole pocket and one light hole pocket with increasing

magnetic field (Figure 5.4f). Noted that the oscillation features were captured under

large negative gate bias, which is equivalent to pulling the Fermi level slightly inside

the valence band, as shown in the dashed line in Figure 5.4c. At sufficiently low tem-

perature condition, the Boltzmann distribution ensures that the states responsible

for transport will be confined within a very narrow range (several kT ) near Fermi

level, and the carriers in the right branch of Figure 5.4f will dominate the transport

behavior, which exhibits larger effective mass. As the temperature rises, such effect

will be mitigated by temperature broadening as the fine electrical structure becomes

undetectable and the carriers in both pockets will participate in transport, hence the

average effective mass will fall back to the classical value. The DFT calculation (see

inset of Figure 5.4f) suggests that as we increase the external B-field to 18 T, the

calculated effective mass of the light hole pocket slightly drops from 0.26 to 0.19 m0,

whereas the effective mass in the heavy hole pocket increases drastically to about

9.8 m0 (see inset of Figure 5.4f), which qualitatively matches with our experiment

results.

Another evidence related to this effect is the anomalous transfer characteristics

of Rxx versus gate bias under large magnetic field. For normal 2DEG systems, in

the linear regime, the channel resistance should drop inversely as we raise overdrive

voltage |Vg − Vth|. Here, Vth is the threshold voltage from which the channel is
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Fig. 5.5. Anomalous increase in Rxx when sweep gate voltage towards
negative bias under different (a) magnetic field and (b) temperature.
(c) Explanation of abnormally increasing resistance. As we sweep
gate in reverse direction, the Fermi energy will be pulled downwards
and slightly enters the valence band. (1), (2) and (3) represent three
typical scenarios corresponding to the points in (a).

turned on. However, in tellurene films under large external magnetic fields and at

low temperatures, as we sweep the gate voltage in reverse direction, the resistance sees

an abnormal rise around -5 V which peaks at round -10 V, and drops again at around -

20 V as shown in the top curve in Figure 5.5a. We further verified that this anomalous

increase in resistance has a strong dependence on the magnetic field (see Figure 5.5a).

Therefore we believe it is also related to the aforementioned Zeeman effect induced

band structure evolution. We denote three representative situations (1), (2) and (3) as

we lower the Fermi level in Figure 5.5c, corresponding to spots (1), (2) and (3) in the

transfer curves in Figure 5a. At positions (1) and (3), the transport behavior can be

explained with classical semiconductor picture. At position (2) however, the carriers

in the heavy pocket start to dominate the transport and the resistance will increase

because of larger average effective mass. This anomalous resistance bump will also

vanish at higher temperature (shown in Figure 5.5b) as the temperature broadens the

Boltzmann distribution, making it difficult to distinguish such fine structures in the

electronic band. In general, the camel-like electronic structure remains same in 2D

tellurene flakes with the thickness of 8-12 nm, similar to trigonal Te bulks.
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5.1.3 Weak Anti-localization Effect in Bz Direction

Several literatures have previously studied the anisotropic electrical behaviors of

bulk Te, showing that resistivities of intrinsic Te at room temperature are ρ‖ =

0.26Ω · cm and ρ⊥ = 0.51Ω · cm, parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis, respec-

tively [108]. However, the anisotropic magneto-transport properties of synthesized

1D van der Waals Te thin film have never been reported. The anisotropic magneto-

transport properties with their temperature dependence are presented below. In the

first experiment, the applied magnetic field is in z-direction and perpendicular to the

x-y thin film plane. In this experiment, the magnetic field is in y-direction along the

a-axis of Te thin film. In the third experiment, the magnetic field is aligned to 1D

Te atomic chains, c-axis, which is defined as the x-direction (Figure 5.6b). We first

present the magneto-transport results of Te in Bz direction, in which the magnetic

field is applied perpendicularly to the 2D thin film plane. Magneto-resistance (Rxx)

measurements of a typical Te thin film at different temperatures from 0.4 K to 5.0

K are presented in Figure 5.6a. Rxx exhibits a characteristic dip at small magnetic

field regime, and this phenomenon is identified as WAL, indicating an existence of

strong spin-orbit interaction in Te originated from its high atomic number and large

electronic polarizability [58]. The WAL effect comes from a system with spin-orbit

coupling in which the spin of a carrier is coupled to its orbit momentum. The spin

of the carrier rotates as its goes around a self-intersecting path, and the direction of

this rotation is opposite for the two branches of the loop. Because of this, the two

paths along any loop interfere destructively, which leads to a lower net resistivity.

The importance of WAL is based on the consequence of spin-momentum locking and

the full suppression of backscattering, resulting in a relative Berry phase acquired by

carriers executing time-reversed paths. WAL is not an effect possessed only by Dirac

materials, such as topological insulators and graphene, but a generic characteristic

of the materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. WAL is temperature dependent as

shown in Figure 5.6a. We measured more than 10 devices with different film thick-
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ness, charge density and mobility. All show WAL characteristic. We use another

sample with a similar thickness of 27.0 nm but more pronounced WAL features for

the quantitatively analysis presented here (Figure 5.6d). As expected, the effect is

strongly temperature-dependent and shows a deep peak at base temperature of 0.4 K.

In addition, the effect diminishes when the temperature increases to 10 K, at which

the localization is suppressed due to the decreased phase coherence length and spin-

orbit scattering length at higher temperatures. We consider Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka

(HLN) formula [109] in the presence of spin-orbit coupling to discuss the WAL effect

in Bz field. We fit the low-field portion of the magneto-conductance curves using the

HLN model,

∆σ(B) = σ(B)− σ(B = 0) = nsnv(F (
B

Bφ +Bso

)− 1

ns
(F (

B

Bφ

)−

F (
B

Bφ + 2Bso

)))

F (Z) = Φ(
1

2
+

1

Z
+ ln(Z)), Bφ =

h̄

4eL2
φ

, Bso =
h̄

4eL2
so

where Φ is the digamma function, Lφ is the phase coherence length, Lso is the spin-

orbit scattering length, e is the electronic charge, h̄ is the reduced Plancks constant,

B is the magnetic field, and ns and nv are spin degeneracy and valley degeneracy,

respectively. Figure 5.6e shows the phase coherence length Lφ and the spin-orbit

scattering length Lso as a function of temperature. We should note that the maximum

phase coherence length extracted from the small magnetic field portion is 1.8 m at

0.4 K at -30 V back gate bias. As we increase the temperature from 0.4 K to 10

K, the temperature dependence of the phase coherence length demonstrates a strong

power-law behavior of Lso ∼ T−γ with a power exponent γ approximately 0.5. This

value matches the observation from previous studies that electron-electron or hole-

hole scattering would give Lφ proportional to T−0.5 in a 2D system31. However, more

refined experiments are needed to reveal its special transport property of 1D van der

Waals structure in 2D thin film system when the magnetic field is perpendicular to
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the 2D plane. We find that Lso is also temperature dependent, and the maximum

spin-orbit scattering length at base temperature of 0.4 K is ∼ 1.1 µm, and this number

is promising for future Te-based spintronics applications.

Fig. 5.6. (a) Magneto-resistance of Te thin film with varied Bz field for
different temperatures. (b) Device scheme configuration and magnetic
field indicator. (c) Hall effect of Te thin film with varied Bz field at
base temperature of 0.4 K, and -80 V. (d) A different sample that
has a pronounced WAL effect. (d) Phase coherence length and spin-
orbit scattering length extracted from WAL effect vary with measured
temperatures. Error bars are determined from HNL fittings. (f) 2D
carrier density and Hall mobility as a function of temperatures.
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Temperature dependence of carrier concentration and mobility of Te are examined

in this work as well, as depicted in Figure 5.6f. The 2D carrier density n2D is

determined from n2D = B
eρxy

) , with a magnitude of 1.8 × 1013cm−2 in thin film

Te is recorded at -30 V back gate bias and 0.4 K. Hall mobility, obtained from

H = L
W

1
Rxxn2De

, where L is the channel length, W is the channel width, and Rxx is the

longitude resistance, has been measured with various temperatures. The Hall mobility

remains constant at cryogenic temperatures with a maximum value of 1,002 cm2/Vs.

We calculate the mean free path of Te thin films by applying equation, lm = τvF ,

where τ is the carrier lifetime and vF is Fermi velocity. Related mobility and 2D carrier

density are extracted from Figure 5.6e and 5.6f. The estimated mean free path is ∼

700 nm at µ = 1,002 cm2/Vs and n2D = 1.8×1013cm−2 which is comparable with our

coherence length extracted from WAL effect. In our experiment, more than 10 samples

have been systematically fabricated and measured, and a maximum mean free path of

∼ 1µm is obtained with a sample that has µ ∼2000 cm2/Vs and n2D = 8× 1012cm−2

, which indicates a decent quality of our single crystal Te thin films.

5.1.4 Magneto-transport of Te in Bx Direction

Figure 5.7a shows the magneto-resistance of Te at different temperatures, in which

the WAL effect is also observed within small magnetic field regime. In addition, Uni-

versal conductance fluctuation (UCF) effect has been observed in our Te thin film

at high fields. UCF is a quantum interference effect of diffusive charge carriers, ob-

served commonly in the mesoscopic systems of semiconductors, metals, and 2D Dirac

graphene. The mesoscopic nature or finite size of a weakly disordered sample results

in the loss of the self-averaging of its physical properties [110]. Applying a magnetic

field in semiconductors varies the phase of the wave function of a charge carrier, where

the magnitude and interval of conductance fluctuation are closely related to the phase

coherence length. The UCF effect, as presented in Figure 5.7c, is observed in our Te

thin film sample within the moderate magnetic field and low temperature regime,
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Fig. 5.7. (a) Magneto-resistance of Te thin film with varied Bx field for
different temperatures. (b) Device scheme configuration and magnetic
field indicator. (c) ∆G(T ) curves with varied Bx field. The UCF effect
is robust, and persisting to increased temperature up to 2 K. (d)
∆Grms changes with different measured temperatures. (e) The phase
coherence length has demonstrated a strong power-law behavior. (f)
Temperature dependence of the conductance at zero magnetic field.

and this phenomenon is robust, and persisting to increased temperature up to 2 K.

The periodic conductance fluctuation patterns can be observed repeatedly, and they

present the similar features in the different magneto-conductance curves measured at
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different temperatures. To quantitatively compare the measured UCF magnitudes

with theoretical predictions, we have generated root-mean-square (rms) magnitude of

the magneto-conductivity fluctuations,

∆Grms =
√
〈[∆G(B)− 〈∆G(B)〉]2〉

where 〈...〉 denotes an average over the magnetic field which is an ensemble average

over impurity configurations. Extracted ∆Grms is demonstrated in Figure 5.7d with

different temperatures. UCF theory predicts a fluctuation magnitude of 0.73 e2/h for

a weakly disordered, 1D mesoscopic wire at T=0 K and at zero magnetic field31. At

T 0 K, we limit our discussion to the 1D regime where the coherence length is much

shorter than the sample size L (6 µm), and the Te chain can be considered as a series

of uncorrelated segments of length LUCFφ . The relation between fluctuations rms and

LUCFφ can be described in 1D system as [111,112],

∆Grms =
√

12
2e2

h
(
LUCFφ

L
)3/2

The obtained values of LUCFφ extracted from observed UCF amplitudes can be used

to verify the anisotropic property by comparing with Lφ from WAL effect along Bz.

As shown in Figure 5.7e, the behavior of LUCFφ is significantly different from what

we saw in Figure 5.6e, and we interpret it as the result of the anisotropic transport

in Te where 1D chain transport differs from 2D thin film transport. The extracted

phase coherence lengths from UCF follow a power law dependence of temperature

Lφ ∼ T−0.33, consistent with the dephasing mechanism being the carrier-carrier colli-

sions with small energy transfers as observed commonly in 1D nanowire systems with

an exponent value of [111, 112]. Finally, we discuss the pronounced temperature de-

pendent features of the conductance near zero magnetic field, presented in Figure 5.7a

as huge peaks in magneto-resistance. Due to the localization effect within the small

magnetic fields, it is hard to determine the real conductance at exact zero magnetic

field. Instead of reading the numbers at magnetic field equals to zero, we use peak
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conductance near ±0.5 T as σ(B=0) which we believe this value is approximately the

intrinsic zero-field magneto-conductance with localization effect excluded. For the

maximum gate bias of -80 V, conductance in 1D system is given by,

σ(T ) = σ0 −
2e2

h

Lφ
L

since we have found that Lφ ∼ T−0.33, we can rearrange our equation by replacing

with phase coherence length with temperature. We fitted our experimental data from

0.4 K up to 2.0 K with a constant Drude conductance, and theoretical prediction is

shown in red solid line as depicted in Figure 5.7f. The functional form of the fit is

consistent with the experimental data within low temperature, since our discussions

are in quantum coherent regime. This result further confirms the 1D transport nature

of Te thin films when the applied magnetic field is aligned with the helical atomic

chains.

5.2 Magneto-Transport of n-type Tellurene

5.2.1 SdH Oscillations and Quantum Hall Effect

Due to the unintentional p-type dopants in Te, the chemical potential is usually

fixed near the valence band edge. Therefore so far most of the experiments are limited

to holes and little about the properties of the conduction band has been investigated

via transport measurements [67, 87, 113]. Here we managed to dope tellurene films

into n-type using atomic layer deposited (ALD) dielectric doping technique without

degrading electron mobility [114, 115], which grants us the access to the conduction

band and explore much more exotic physics. The schematic and the optical image of

an n-typed doped device is demonstrated in Figure 5.8a and 5.8b. The as-synthesized

tellurene films were dispersed on to a degenerately doped silicon substrate with a 90

nm SiO2 insulating layer on top, followed by patterning and deposition of Ti/Au metal

contacts. Here we chose low work function metal contacts Ti to reduce the electron
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Schottky barrier height and accommodate n-type transport. A layer of alumina was

subsequently deposited onto tellurene film by ALD grown at 200 ◦C, converting the

tellurene film underneath from p-type to n-type, as confirmed by Id-Vg transfer curves

of a tellurene field-effect transistor (FET) at both room temperature and cryogenic

temperature (see Figure 5.8c). Similar ALD doping method has also been reported on

other material systems like black phosphorus [22,23,116] and silicon [117]. The doping

mechanism is attributed to the threshold voltage shift caused by positive fix charges

in low-temperature ALD-grown films [22] or the interface electric dipole field [117].

Fig. 5.8. Device structure for n-type QHE measurement. (a) Schemat-
ics of ALD doped n-type device. (b) The optical image of n-type Hall
bar device. (c) Transfer curves of the Hall bar device measured at
room temperature and cryogenic temperature confirming the n-type
doping effect.

We investigated over 20 devices with typical film thickness ranging from 10 to 20

nm, and all of them exhibit similar and reproducible behaviors in general. Here all the

data presented is from one high-quality device, unless otherwise specified. The global

back gate allows us to tune the 2D electron density from 2 to 10×1012 cm−2. Repre-

sentative longitudinal (Rxx) and transverse (Rxy) magnetoresistance curves measured

at Vg=10V are plotted in Fig. 5.9a, with Hall density of 2.5×1012 cm−2 and Hall

mobility of 6,000 cm2/Vs. The onset of SdH oscillations is around 2 T, leading to an
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estimated quantum mobility of 5,000 cm2/Vs, which is close to Hall mobility within

a reasonable margin. At B field around 24 T and 32 T, Rxy is fully quantized into

integer fraction of h/e2 (corresponding to filling factor of 3 and 4), and Rxx also

drops to 0 – a hallmark of QHE [91]. As shown in Fig. 5.9b, by fixing B field at 42 T

and sweeping back gate, all filling factors from 2-8 are resolved (although not all fully

quantized due to Landau level broadening), suggesting all the degeneracies, including

spin and valley, have been lifted and the system reaches quantum Hall ferromagnetism

regime.

Fig. 5.9. QHE in n-type 2DEGs in tellurene films. (a) Longitudinal
(Rxx, in blue) and transverse (Rxy, in red) resistance as a function of
magnetic field. (b) Rxx and Rxy a function of back gate voltage. The
gate oxide is 90 nm SiO2.

By mapping out Rxx through the Vg-B parameter space, we can construct the

Landau fan diagram in a color map as in Figure 5.10. The data section from 0 to

12 T and from 12 T to 45 T were acquired from two different magnet systems at

30 mK and 300 mK, respectively, therefore the data shows slight discontinuity at

B=12 T. Since the conduction band edge is located at two inequivalent H (H’) points

in the first Brillouin zone accounting for two-fold valley degeneracy, it is intuitively

conceivable that each Landau level consists of four degenerate energy states (2 for

valley degeneracy and 2 for spin degeneracy) like graphene, with cyclotron energy

gap Ec = h̄ωc = h̄eB
m∗ at filling factor of 4, 8, 12 . Following this argument, we
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should expect the energy gap to increase monotonically in the sequence of 4n as we

approach lower filling factors, since the cyclotron energy h̄eB
m∗ increases linearly with

the magnetic field. Yet we notice from Fig. 2b that the gap at ν=12 is larger than

that at ν=8, suggesting the origin of these two gaps are different and the four-level

single particle picture cannot explain these unconventional sequence, hence another

degree of freedom needs to be taken into account.

Fig. 5.10. Color mapping of Rxx by sweeping both back gate voltage
and magnetic field. The data from 0-12 T and 12-45 T are measured
from the same device in a superconducting magnetic system at 30 mK
and a hybrid magnetic system at 300 mK, respectively.

5.2.2 QHE in a Wide Quantum Well and SU(8) Symmetry

To understand this anomaly, we first focus on SdH oscillation features at relatively

low B field regime (see Figure 5.11a). When B field is below approximately 7 T, only

one set of oscillations is observed, and the oscillation frequency BF can be used

to extract carrier density: nSdH = (eBF )/h = 1.02 × 1012 cm−2, where degree of
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degeneracy is not taken into account. Meanwhile we can also calculate the total carrier

density from the slope of Rxy to be nHall = 8.75×1012 cm−2, which is approximately 8

times larger than nSdH , implying that there is eight-fold degeneracy. At B field over 7

T, two sets of oscillations are resolved as marked by red and blue arrows alternatively

in Figure 5.11a.

Fig. 5.11. Approximate SU(8) symmetry of isospin space in QHE
regime. (a) SdH oscillations evolving from eight-fold degeneracy to
two sets of resonant oscillation features (blue and red arrows). Inset:
illustration of degenerate energy levels with symmetric-antisymmetric
energy splitting. (b) Comparison of Hall density and SdH density
under different gate biases.

There are several plausible explanations of two sets of oscillations: (a) a second

sub-band; (b) another electron pocket at other point(s) of Brillouin zone; (3) two

coupled layers of charge at the top and bottom of a wide quantum well [118–121].

However, both multiple sub-bands and pockets assumptions involve two Fermi sur-

faces and introduce two sets of independent oscillations with different frequencies

since BF is proportional to the area of the Fermi surface, and the ratio of two Fermi

surface areas can be modulated by tuning the carrier density. This will be reflected

in two independent oscillation frequencies in the fast Fourier transform. However, in

our experiments only one frequency (and its higher order of harmonics) can be found

in frequency domain (see Figure 5.12), and the ratio of nHall/nSdH remains to be 8
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throughout the entire gate range that we can probe (Figure 5.11b). This solidifies

the coupled wide quantum well assumption to be the only reasonable explanation.

Because of the doping profile of ALD dielectrics, two layers of carriers are induced at

the top and the bottom of the Te film when appropriate gate bias is applied (Figure

5.14a top panel). Should the central potential barrier be low enough, electron tun-

neling is permitted between two layers, and their wave functions will interfere and

be reconstructed into symmetric and anti-symmetric states (bottom panels of Figure

5.14a and b). In this case, the Landau levels in two layers will become resonant

despite a small energy gap ∆ESAS, which is related to the width of the quantum

well (film thickness) and applied gate voltage. When ∆ESAS is sufficiently small

compared to Landau level gaps (as shown in the inset of Figure 5.12a), we can treat

the near degenerate symmetric-antisymmetric energy levels as another type of isospin

which, along with real spin and valley isospin, yields an approximate SU(8) symmetry

group [122].

Fig. 5.12. FFT amplitudes of SdH oscillations. Only one set of fre-
quency and its higher order harmonics can be detected.
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To further verify the wide quantum well assumption, we fabricated a double-gate

device by adding a metal gate on top of ALD alumina, as shown in Figure 5.13a.

Rxx is mapped out as a function of both top gate voltage and back gate voltage at

a fixed B field of 7 T in Figure 5.13c. The tilted strips in the lower left corner with

negative slope suggest that two layers of electrons are coupled and the Fermi level can

be tuned by both of the gates. However when both gates are strongly positive biased

(in the upper right corner of Figure 5.13c), the electrons are strictly localized near

two surfaces and each gate can only modulate one set of oscillations. In this case the

tilted lines will evolve into straight lines, which is a signature of wide quantum well

and has been observed in other quantum well systems [123,124]. Ideally, in the upper

right regime of Figure 5.13c, we should observe a chessboard feature with two sets of

oscillations each controlled by one gate independently [124]. However the horizontal

patterns are almost indiscernible, probably due to the low mobility at top interface

between tellurene and ALD alumina.

We now focus on assigning the quantum Hall isospin ferromagnetic states to each

filling factor by fixing the perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ and increasing the total

magnetic field Btotal. Three competing mechanisms can break SU(8) isospin symme-

try: (1) the real spin can be resolved by Zeeman splitting with an energy gap pro-

portional to the total magnetic field: ∆Ez = g∗µBBtotal, where g∗ is effective g-factor

and µB is the Bohr magneton; (2) ∆ESAS is in general irrelevant to perpendicular

magnetic field B⊥, but the in-plane magnetic field can destroy this energy gap and

collapse the symmetric and anti-symmetric energy levels [118]; (3) the valley isospin

is usually polarized by breaking inversion symmetry or electron interactions [125,126].

Figure 5.14a shows Rxx versus Vbg at fixed B⊥=25 T and Btotal is increased from 25 T

to 45 T. The gaps in ν=5 and ν=7 start to collapse with increasing Btotal, which can

be attributed to the in-plane magnetic field destroying ∆ESAS [118] (another plausi-

ble explanation of band crossing due to large Zeeman splitting like in WSe2 case [127]

can also be ruled out by absence of coincident effect, see Supporting Information 2).

Therefore we can assign the odd filling factors to the symmetric-antisymmetric en-
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Fig. 5.13. Wide quantum well in tellurene. (a) Schematics of double-
gated devices and carrier distribution of separate layers (top) and
correlated layers (bottom). (b) Potential profile and wave function
distribution of separate layers (top) and correlated layers (bottom).
(c) Color mapping of normalized Rxx/Rxx(B=0) by sweeping both top
gate and back gate. The data is acquired at a magnetic field of 7 T.
— FFT amplitudes of SdH oscillations. Only one set of frequency and
its higher order harmonics can be detected.

ergy gap ∆ESAS. On the contrary, the gaps in filling factor ν=6 and 8 are expanded,

however this can be related to either the increasing of the Zeeman energy gap, or

the collapsing of ∆ESAS in neighboring odd filling factors. Hence, at this point we

cannot explicitly determine the sequence of spin and valley splitting, and further in-

vestigation is needed to completely understand the mechanism that drives the system

to fully polarized ferromagnetism regime.

5.2.3 Weyl Semiconductors and Massive Weyl Fermions

Finally we present the evidence of massive Weyl fermions in conduction band edge

of Te. Weak anti-localization (WAL) effect is observed in near-zero magnetic field,
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Fig. 5.14. Quantum Hall ferromagnetic states under a titled B field.
(a) Rxx versus gate voltage measured at a fixed perpendicular mag-
netic field 25 T and increasing total magnetic fields (with 100 Ω offset).
Here the dashed lines correspond to filling factors from 4 to 8. (b) Se-
quence of competing mechanism lifting degeneracies within a Landau
level.

manifesting strong SOC effect in Te system – a direct consequence of lacking inversion

symmetry and heavy atoms of Te. The strong SOC gives rise to spin-polarized band

crossing at H and H’ point (as shown in Figure 5.15a), which is protected by three-fold

rotational symmetry. This point at H (H’) can be classified as a Weyl node that can be

viewed as a Berry curvature monopole in the momentum space. We shall address that

unlike normal band-inversion-induced Weyl points which usually lead to linear band

dispersion of Weyl semimetals that can hardly be tuned by gate, the chirality-induced

Weyl nodes in Te are located at the edge of the conduction band, and therefore Te

belongs to a new type of topological material – Weyl semiconductor, which grants

us more freedom to probe the topological properties of Weyl nodes and to design

novel electronic and quantum devices by taking advantage of the versatility of the

semiconductors. Evidence of Weyl fermions such as negative magnetoresistance [128]

and kinetic magnetoelectric [129] effect in bulk Te has been reported. Here we present

a much more convincing evidence– the observation of non-trivial π Berry phase in
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magneto-transport. The amplitude of SdH oscillations, when neglecting all degree of

degeneracy, is described as:

∆Rxx ∝ R(B, T )× cos(2π(
BF

B
+

1

2
) + ϕ),

where BF is the oscillation frequency and ϕ is the Berry phase. To extract the Berry

phase, we record the values of 1/B at each ∆Rxx minima and plot them against

the Landau level index, as shown in Figure 5.15b. The extrapolated the linear fitting

curves intercept with y-axis at 1/2 (see Figure 5.15c and 5.15d), which is the signature

of non-trivial π Berry phase, as observed in many other Dirac or Weyl topological

materials3 [3, 4, 101, 130–132]. The origin of the Berry phase is substantially rooted

in the hedgehog-like spin texture [42,63] near the chirality-induced Weyl nodes. The

spin texture are either pointing at or away from the Weyl nodes as illustrated by red

arrows in Figure 5.15a. Under magnetic field, when an electron completes a cyclotron

motion in the real space, its momentum changes by 2π, corresponding to a closed

loop trajectory around the Fermi surface in momentum space. Along this path, the

spin of the electron also rotates by 2π, which picks up a π Berry phase, since electrons

are spin-1/2 particles. The origin of Berry phase in Te resembles that near the Dirac

points of graphene, except that in graphene the Berry phase in induced by radial

pseudospin (valley isospin) texture rather than the real spin as in Te.

Band-inversion-induced nodal structures are usually accompanied with linear band

dispersion that gives rise to the massless relativistic particles like Dirac/Weyl fermions.

However this is not necessarily always the case. The Dirac/Weyl nodes only guarantee

the topological properties, but the band dispersion can still be arbitrary, depending

the energy scale of interest. Here we measure SdH oscillation amplitudes as a func-

tion of temperature (Figure 5.16a), which can be described by the LifshitzKosevich

equation:

∆Rxx ∝
2π2m∗kBT/h̄eB

sinh(2π2m∗kBT/h̄eB)
,
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Fig. 5.15. Weyl nodes and Berry phase near Te conduction band
edge. (a) Weyl node at H point induced by strong SOC in chiral
crystal. The red arrows around the Fermi surface represent hedgehog-
like spin texture. (b) Landau fan diagram under different gate bias.
The scattered symbols are read off from the value 1/B of each minima
in Rxx and plotted against the Landau level index. Straight lines are
linear fitting under each gate bias. (c) Zoom in of black box in b
with linear fittings extrapolated to the y-axis. (d) Intercept of linear
fittings versus gate voltage. The error bars come from the linear
fitting. The reference line at y=0.5 corresponds to π Berry phase.

. The effective mass is then extracted to be about 0.10 m0 (where m0 is the bare

electron mass) throughout the entire gate range, which is consistent with previously

reported value of bulk Te [133, 134]. This suggests that although the Weyl nodes

reside only several meV above the conduction band edge, the topological properties

(Berry phase) and the band mass carry over to a much broader energy window of at

least 50 meV as the gate can access to. Therefore n-type tellurene film is an ideal
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playground to study the behavior of massive Weyl fermions with tunable chemical

potentials.

Fig. 5.16. Temperature-dependent SdH oscillations and effective mass
of Weyl fermions. (a) SdH oscillation amplitudes (subtracting a
smooth background) under various temperature from 0.5 K to 18 K.
Inset: ∆Rxx versus temperature fitted by LifshitzKosevich equation.
(b) The effective mass is extracted to be about 0.10 m0, and it is
independent on gate biases and magnetic fields.

5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated magneto-transport in high mobility tellurene films

with strong 2D confinement. For p-type devices, QHE was observed on Te for the first

time with four-fold degeneracy. Well-developed Shubnikov-de-Haas oscillations were

thoroughly studied under different gate bias, temperatures, and tilted magnetic fields.

Anomaly in cyclotron effective mass and transfer characteristics at large magnetic

fields and low temperatures were also observed, which is attributed to the interplay of

Zeeman splitting and strong Rashba-like spin-orbit coupling in Te. Our work revealed

the intriguing electronic structure of Te valence band through quantum transport and

demonstrated high quality of the novel 2D tellurene material system which is suitable

to even explore exotic topological phenomena in Te.
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Using ALD dielectric doping on high-quality tellurene films, for the first time,

we observed well-developed quantum Hall effect from 2D electrons in tellurene and

accessed the electronic structure of its conduction band. A wide quantum well model

with two correlated electron layers is proposed to explain the anomaly in SdH os-

cillations and quantum Hall sequences. Eight-fold degeneracies, including real spin,

valley isospin and symmetric-antisymmetric isospin are all lifted under a 45 T ex-

ternal magnetic field, leading to fully polarized quantum Hall ferromagnetic states.

Topologically non-trivial π Berry phase is ambiguously detected as a direct evidence

of massive Weyl fermions in the vicinity of chirality-induced Weyl nodes with pre-

dicted hedgehog-like spin textures. Our work offers a material platform to explore the

topological properties of massive relativistic quasiparticles in chiral semiconductors

with strong SOC.
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6. CONCLUSION

In 1972, eight years prior to his discovery of quantum Hall effect on silicon MOSFETs,

Klaus von Klitzing completed his doctorate degree from University of Wurzburg and

the title of his thesis was Galvanomagnetic Properties of Tellurium in Strong Magnetic

Fields, where a comprehensive study of magneto-transport on high mobility bulk

Te samples were carried out. At that time the key experimental requirements for

quantum Hall effect were almost met: low temperature, high magnetic field and high

mobility samples. The only missing piece of the puzzle that prevents the quantum Hall

effect from being discovered eight years in advance was lacking strong 2D confinement.

In this dissertation, 2D Te film-tellurene was introduced to bridge the gap between

the exotic physics of Te and the quest for realizing 2DEG in Te system. The work

not only investigates tellurene as a potential candidate for future electronics but also

lays a solid ground for exploring the physics of Te in 2D limit in device perspective.

Here we will summarize the major achievements of this dissertation.

In Chapter 2, a solution based hydrothermal growth method was proposed to

synthesize 2D Te films for the first time. The geometry, i.e. Thickness, lateral size,

and aspect ratio, can be tuned by controlling the reaction time and starting material

composition. Few-layer and even mono-layer tellurene was also achieved as confirmed

by AFM. A comprehensive characterization was performed to determine the crystal

structure and orientation using TEM and Raman technique. We also found that the

Raman spectrum is also sensitive to the thickness, since Raman vibrational modes can

be altered as stronger 2D confinement is imposed. Finally, anisotropic strain response

were also measured, as a direct evidence of 1D vdW structure being confirmed by

mechanical method.

Chapter 3 focuses on exploring the fundamental electrical performance of tellurene-

based transistors. Long channel p-type FETs were first fabricated to study the in-
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trinsic electrical properties and minimize the influence from contact resistance. Field-

effect mobility and on/off ratio as a function of film thickness were statistically mea-

sured. The mobility peaks at 700 cm2/Vs at around 15 nm thickness and the on/off

ratio exceeds 106 in sub-5 nm films. An anisotropic mobility ratio of 1.43 were also

determined, suggesting 1D chain direction is the favorable axis for fabricating devices.

Through channel length and EOT scaling, along with contact engineering, the device

performance were further boosted with large drive current over 1 A/mm. A self

aligned top-gate stack formation process was developed, which shows great potential

for fabricating ultra-scaled logic devices. Finally Te NW transistors were also briefly

discussed.

In chapter 4, we further explored the potential applications of tellurene from

CMOS to thermoelectric device. Due to the unintentional doping, the chemical po-

tential of Te is pinned close to the valence band and it is in principle difficult to

achieve n-type devices. We developed an ALD dielectric doping technique which uses

the fixed charges in ALD layer to change Vth and effectively dope the Te transis-

tors into n-type. The doping level can also be tuned with different ALD oxide type,

thickness and deposition temperature. The mobility and device performance for both

n-type and p-type devices are near symmetric and prototypical CMOS inverter was

demonstrated. Te has also been considered an excellent thermoelectric material be-

cause of its high electric conductivity and low thermal conductivity. We also found

the ZT value in 2D Te films was enhanced to 0.63, almost twice as high as its bulk

value. The enhancement of thermoelectric efficiency arises from the difference of mean

free paths between electrons and phonons. The reduced film thickness can block the

phonon propagation yet electron transport is almost undisrupted. Finally we use

photo-current mapping to visualize the laser induced thermoelectric current distri-

bution. accumulation-type contacts between Te and Pd were also directly confirmed

using photovoltaic effect.

In chapter 5, we summarized the magneto-transport measurement performed

on both n-type and p-type tellurene. For p-type samples, SdH oscillations are well-
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resolved due to enhanced 2D confinement. Anomaly in quantum transport were

identified and can be explained with the interplay between SOC and Zeeman split-

ting, which causes the evolution of camelback-like valence band edge under external

magnetic field. The WAL effect were also measured in p-type samples along different

prime axis as a direct evidence of strong SOC effect. The electron mobility is even

higher in n-type samples (near 6,000 cm2/Vs), which enables the observation of well-

developed quantum Hall states and SdH oscillations with near SU(8) symmetry in a

wide quantum well structure. Evidence of massive Weyl fermions were also observed

with topologically non-trivial π Berry phase, which opens a new era to study the

behavior of relativistic particles in low energy spectrum of semiconductor materials.
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